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Abstract
In 1979, the first educational robots appeared on the market. These Teachbots
were small, inexpensive robots, which emulated industrial robots for 1/lOth the cost.
Teachbots were marketed for use in high schools, vocational schools, and colleges to
introduce students to robotics. Today, high schools and vocational schools use
Teachbots as training tools. Colleges use them for training as well as research
purposes. Unfortunately, the software control systems sold with these robots are
inadequate for educational and research purposes since they do not reflect the current
state of robot programming. The Generic Educational Robot Control System
(GERCS) is a personal computer (PC) based robot control system developed at the
Institute for Robotics at Lehigh University. GERCS was written with the intent of
providing educational users with a control system that more accurately reflects the
current state of robot control, and providing researchers with an extensible platform
from which to build research applications.
1
Chapter 1
Introduction
The world industrial markets are becoming more competitive and America's
highly labor intensive industries must tum to automation in order to produce products
at a lower cost. Robotic Industries Association (RIA) reports that as of August 1991
41,000 robots are being used in the U.S as compared to Japan's 200,000.[32] Donald
A. Vincent, Executive Vice President of RIA states that "U.S. manufacturers take one
step forward in automation, while Japanese, German and other Western European
nation take two steps forward. As a result, U.S. companies have a much tougher job
staying competitive in global markets."[32] Nowhere is the more evident than the
automotive industry where manufacturers need to reduce the dependence on labor.[7]
America must integrate various technologies such as Computer-Aided-Design (CAD),
Computer-Aided-Manufacturing (CAM), and networking to automate the production
process from design through final assembly. Integral to this automation effort is the
use of robots. As a result, robots have become more prevalent in the marketplace.
1990 was a record year for the U.S based robotics industry sales (see Figure 1.1).
Donald A. Vincent also states, "The progress we've made since 1987 is remarkable,
with shipment value up 62%, order value up 71 %, and the backlog up 86%."[31]
Unfortunately, the current state of the art of robotic systems are not fully integrated
into the manufacturing process. The use of robots in manufacturing has expanded from
the early 1970 roles of performing pick and place operations, painting, fastening,
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drilling, and deburring, but the expectation of dexterous robots with vision systems
being driven by artificially intelligent controllers has not yet been realized.
As a result, university participation in training and in research is becoming more
important. Over 2000 colleges and universities have introduce robotics into their
curriculum. [16] Such universities as Warwick University in Coventyr England, the
University of Michigan, and Lehigh University have established programs that
specialize in research to improve the manufacturing process. Because of the
prohibitive cost of industrial robots, roughly $20,000 to $100,000 per robot,
universities and businesses are unable to purchase robots in large numbers and
subsequently their training and research capabilities are restricted.
To provide adequate training, Rhino Robots Inc., Microbot Inc., and Eshed
Robotec developed small, inexpensive educational robots, Teachbots, which emulate
industrial robots for roughly 1/l0th the cost. Such robots are designed for use in
training but can also be used in research applications in which a high degree of
accuracy is not required. Research applications such as collision avoidance, task
planning, world modeling, and other artificial intelligence applications can be
investigated using Teachbots. These application do not depend on the accuracy or
repeatability of the robot, but rather the interaction of the robot with objects within the
robot's work space. Unfortunately, the present control software available for these
robots is inadequate for training or research purposes.
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Figure 1.1: U.S based roho! sales. (Reproduced from [31])
For training, the software control systems are inadequate since they do not
represent the current state of the art for a robotic control system. The _textual
programming languages provided are a subset of the Unimation VAL [40] language
which was released commercially in 1979. For research purposes, these software
systems are inadequate because the textual programming languages do not provide the
necessary constructs, such as link lists, to allow the researcher to develop complex
applications such as task planning and path planning.
This thesis describes a Generic Educational Robotic Control System (GERCS)
which will meet educational, vocational, and research needs of businesses and
universities. For education and training, GERCS provides an interface that more
closely reflects the concepts available in current robot languages such as VAL-IT [41] ,
KAREL [18], and AML [2]. For research, GERCS provides the researcher a platform
to build his or her software projects through a standardized, m<xlular, fourth
generation language interface. This thesis also compares and contrasts GERCS with
the three industrial robot languages which represent different strategies of language
development. Finally, GERCS will also be compared to three commercially available
educational robot systems.
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Chapter 2
Industrial Robots
The word robot entered the English vocabulary with the translation of Karel
Capek's play R.U.R. (Rossum's Universal Robots) in 1923. Capek was Czech, and in
his native language, Robot meant co-worker. Today there are many different
definitions of the word robot each of which vary in some way on the issues of
programmability and capabilities of the device. One definition is given by the
Robotics Institute of America as [23]:
A programmable, multifunction manipulator designed to move
material, parts, tools, or specialized devices through variable
programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks.
Although this is one of the more general definitions of a robot, it is adequate for
describing the robots examined in this thesis. Poole [26] says the typical robot system
(see Figure 2.1) can be divided into seven fundamental parts:
I. The articulated mechanical system, or the arm of the robot. It includes the
links, joints, and wrist.
2. The end-effector, which performs the usable work by serving as a gripper or
tool.
3. The actuators with their power supplies provide the mechanical power to
move the robot.
4. The transmission system (not illustrated), which couples this power to the
joints, through connections such as cables, belts, gears, or hoses.
5. Internal sensors, which monitor the motion of the robot.
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6. External sensors, which collect information about the surrounding
environment.
7. The control system for the robot, which may include computer chips
controlling each axis of motion, a robot "brain" or central computer directing
overall activity, and the necessary interface with an operator for monitoring
reprogramming, or training.
Poole notes that typically, the end-effector and external sensors are considered
accessories to the robot, but are included in this breakdown since they are an
"important and necessary" part of a robot system.
In Addition, to these seven parts mentioned by Poole, many robots systems also
have teach pendants. A teach pendant (or teach box) (see Figure 2.2) consisting of
switches or buttons that allow movement each of the robot's~oints.
t
Eloclric
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Syatum
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Wrl,1
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(2)
Figure 2.1: Typical robot systcrn. (Reproduced from [26])
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Figure 2.2: Typical Teach PendanL (Reproduced from [24])
2.1 Robot Geometries
There are many different types of robot arms (manipulators) available but most of the
commercially available ones fit into the one of the four following configurations [14]:
o Cartesian
o Spherical (Polar)
o Cylindrical
o Revolute (Jointed ann)
Drawings of each of the different configurations can be found in Figure 2.3.
The Cartesian robot (see Figure 2.4), sometimes called a rectalinear robot uses
three perpendicular sliding joints in order to move in the X, Y, and Z directions. The
orientation of the end effector is accomplished by rotations around the alpha, epsilon,
rho, axes. Some of the advantages of a Cartesian robot is as follows:
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Figure 2.3: Robot Arm Configurations. (Reproduced from 22)
o Very large work areas can be spanned by increasing the travel of the X and Y
~es.
o Gantry style mounting of a Cartesian robot leaves a large amount of free floor
area which can be used for other manufacturing purposes.
o Simpler control algorithms can be used.
Some of the disadvantages of this robot are :
o Overhead access to the robot's workspace is hampered by the supporting
gantry structure.
o Servicing of motors and other electrical components can be difficult if located
overhead.
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Figure 2.4: Cartesian Arm Configuration. (Reproduced fonn [28])
The cylindrical configuration (see Figure 2.5) derives its name from its
cylindrical workspace. The end effector is positioned by sliding the Z and R joints
back and forth as in Figure 2.6. In combination with rotation about the theta axis (see
..
Figure 2.7) the robot derives a cylindrical work space as pictured in Figure 2.8. It
should be noted that the work space is not a complete cylinder due to the limited
rotation of the theta axis. Also, there is an inner cylinder R' that is not accessible to the
robot due to the minimum length of the R member. Throughout the workspace the end
effector is oriented by rotating the sigma, epsilon, and rho axes. Some of the
advantages of a cylindrical robot are:
o Deep horizontal reach into production machines.
o Inherit in its design is very good stability and accuracy when carrying large
payloads.
One major disadvantage is that cylindrical robots have a very limited reach
ability to the left or right of the robot. Therefore, equipment must be placed in a circle
around the robot or the robot must be put on a moving track.
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Figure 2.5: Cylindrical Robot. (Reproduced from [28])
Figure 2.6: Cylindrical Slide (Rcproduc~ from [28])
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Figure 2.7: Cylindrical Theta Motion (Reproduced from [28])
H
Figure 2.8: Cylindrical Work Space. (Reproduced from [28])
Similar to the cylindrical robot the spherical robot also derives its name from its
workspace geometry. Spherical robots (see Figure 2.9) position the end effector in the
work space by extension and contraction of the R member and rotations about the
theta and phi axes. Similar to the cylindrical robot, rotation about the base (theta axis)
is not a complete 360 degrees (see Figure 2.10). The the rotation about the phi axis is
also not 360 degrees (see figure 2.10), but the combination of the motion of both joints
results in a partial spheroid. The same advantages and disadvantages listed for the
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cylindrical robot can be applied to the spherical robot. Although the geometries are
somewhat similar, a major distinction can be made between the cylindrical and
spherical robots. Since spherical robots do not have a sliding joint to control the Z
height, spherical robots tend to be very low to the ground when compared to
cylindrical robots.
Figure 2.9: Spherical Robot Configurations. (Reproduced from [28])
~,I""I"
Figure 2.10: Horizontal and Vertical Arm Swing. (Reproduced from [28])
The last, and perhaps the most complex configuration is the revolute Gointed) arm
configuration. Unlike the previous configurations, the revolute ann does not get its
name from the geometry of its workspace but rather the fact that the ann consist of
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revolute (revolving) joints. As pictured in Figure 2.11, the revolute arm positions its
end effector by rotations of the theta, phi, and beta axes. The workspace of the
revolute robot resembles a sphere, but unlike the spherical and cylindrical arm, the
revolute arm does not have an inner radius (see Figure 2.12) in its horizontal swing.
Nor is there a smooth inner radius in its vertical swing. In fact, the vertical swing is
very irregular due to the complex interference patterns caused by the joint members.
Some of the advantages of the revolute arm are:
o Excellent ability to reach into and around objects.
o Minimum floor space.
A major drawback to the revolute arm is the level of complexity required to
control the robot.
Figure 2.11: Revolute RobeL (Reproduced from [28])
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Figure 2.U: Revolute Horizontal (Reproduced from [28])
2.2 Robot Motion
Most robots are capable of the following types of motion when commanded to go
from point A to point B: [14,26]
1. Slew motion - Each axis of the robot moves at its maximum speed from its
initial position to its required final position. Therefore, all axes start at the
same time but do not finish at the same time. The axes having a further
distance to move finish at a later time. Generally, slew motion is not a desired
type of motion since each joint of the robot is moving at its maximum speed
thereby causing excessive wear and increased maintenance of the robot.
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2. Joint interpolated motion - The robot calculates the amount of time it will
take each joint to reach its destination at the command speed. It then selects
the maximum time among these, and uses this value as the motion time for all
the axes. This means that a separate velocity is calculated for each axis. The
advantage of joint-interpolated motion over slew motion is that the joints are
generally driven at less than their respective maximum velocities, thus
reducing maintenance problems for the robot. In addition, the path that is
followed by the manipulator is repeatable and predictable regardless of the
total travel time and commanded velocity.
3. Straight line motion - The robot interpolates points along a line between
point A and point B. The robot then preforms joint interpolated motion
between each of the interpolated points. The advantage of this type of motion
is that the end-effector of the robot can be made to follow a very precise path.
2.3 Robot Programming
In order for a robot to accomplish any task, it must complete a sequence of
prescribed movements in a specific order. Each movement is designed to place the
end-effector of the robot in a position and orientation (pose) in space. The position of
the end-effector is defined by three Cartesian coordinates X, Y, Z, and the orientation
of the end-effector is described by three additional coordinates pitch, roll, yaw (see
Figure 2.13). For example, Figure 2.14 shows that to thread a bolt into a hole, not
only does the robot have to position the bolt at some X,Y,Z location in space, it must
also orient the bolt so that its Z axis aligns with the hole's Z axis. In its most simple
case, a robot program consists of a sequence of poses designed to locate and oriented
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the end-effector in space to accomplish a task. Robot programming is the process by
which the sequence of poses for a tasks is communicated to the robot.
Figure 2.13: Pilch, Roll, and Yaw directions. (Reproduced from [14])
y
Figure 2.14: Threading a Dolt. (Reproduced from [35»
Most commercial robot systems allow the user to program the robot using either of
two methods :[14]
1. Leadthrough programming
-17 -
2. Textual programming.
2.3.1 Leadthrough Programming
Leadthrough programming consists of the operator manipulating the robot's joints
in order to 'teach' the robot the desired task. The manipulation of the robot's joints can
be done in either a powered or manual mode called power leadthrough or manual
leadthrough [14] respectively.
Power leadthrough is used to teach point to point applications. These
applications can be broken down into distinct motions which the robot can execute
sequentially. A simple example of this is a pick and place operation in which the robot
removes an object from one point and places it at another point. Power leadthrough
involves the use of a control box (pendant) to control the movement and speed of the
joints of the robot. While using the pendant, the user divides his task up into separate
movements. He then uses the switches on the pendant to actuate each joint of the
robot until he has moved the robot to a desired position. Next, the user instructs the
robot controller to remember the position of each of the robot's joints. This process of
'teaching' the robot points is repeated until the user has taught the robot all the desired
motions for a task. The subsequent list of points generated from the teaching process
can be replayed in a sequential fashion. These points can be stored to disk for later
use.
Manual leadthrough is used for movements which require continuous path
rather than point to point type movements. A simple example of this would be spray
painting. Manualleadthrough requires the user to manually move the robot's arm and
end-effector in the desired motion. If the arm and end-effector are too large to
manually manipulate a special programming apparatus may be substituted. As the user
moves the end-effector, the robot's joint positions are sampled at a very high rate and
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then stored. Upon playback, the points are then retrieved and executed sequentially.
Thus replicating the previously taught motion. It should be noted that during the
teaching process, the user has control over enabling/disabling of the recording of
points. This allows elimination of extraneous motions unrelated to the task being
taught.
2.3.2 Textual Programming
In textual programming, the sequence of poses needed to describe the robot's task
is created in a textual form called a language. Reasons for going beyond leadthrough
methods to a textual robot programming language are as follows :[15,4]
o Teaching points by use of a pendant can be cumbersome for operations such
as palletizing, where each new position could be computed rather than taught.
o A textual language permits robots to be programmed off-line, allowing the
actual robot to continue to perform useful work during the programming
process.
o Textual robot programs can be moved from one robot to another provided that
sufficient accuracy is available.
o Tasks of greater complexity may require more complex decision making than
can be done using the largely sequential structure of programs produced by
leadthrough methods.
o The integration of sensor data involves calculations and data manipulation.
This is not supported by leadthrough methods.
o CAD/CAM can be integrated with robot programming.
-19 -
Chapter 3
Industrial Robots Languages
Currently, there are more than seventeen different robot languages in existence:
AL (Stanford University), VAL(Unimation Inc.), VAL-II(Unimation Inc), KAREL
(GMF FANUC), RAIL (Automatix Inc), Autopass (ffiM Corporation), Help (General
Electric Corporation), Jars (Jet Propulsion Laboratory), MCL (McDonald Douglas
Corporation), RPL (SRI International), CIMPLER (GCA Corporation), KARMA [20],
ARLA (ASEA Robots Inc.), Sigla (Olevetti), T3 (Cincinnati Milacron), Maple (ffiM
Corporation), and AML (ffiM Corporation). Bonner[5] states that robot languages can
be divided into loosely formulated levels according to language emphasis. Figure 3.1
shows these levels along with languages which fit into each. In this section, Bonner's
language levels are explained and code for an example palletizing application is
presented for a language in each level. Figure 3.2 shows the palletizing task.
3.1 Microcomputer/Hardware Level
At this level no formal language exists as this level is highly hardware and robot
dependent. Control commands focus on converting joint coordinates to forces and
torques on motors. Analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion is performed to
convey information to and from the robot. Sensor data is also collected and passed to a
higher level.
-20-
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Figure 3.1: The 5 Levels of Robot Programming Language Design [5]
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Conveyor
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o Conveyor
pick-up point
(20.20,10)
Finit pallet~
position
(la, la, 10)
7 8 9
4 5 6
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A robot is assigned to pick blocks off of a conveyor belt
and depoliit them in a pallet with a three-oy-three an ay
of positions for the blocks. It is assumed that the blocks
are precisely positioned on the conveyor and that the con-
veyor Iitops automatically when a block has arrived at the
pickup point. Re-activation 01 the conveyor is done ei-
ther manually or via signals from the robot program.
Figure 3.2: Robol Palletizing Task (Reprinled from [35))
3.2 Point-to-Point Level
Point-to-point languages allow the programming of the robot by guiding the robot
through its required motions using a teach box or other device. Applications are taught
on a point-by-point basis or by continuous sampling as with painting robots. Editing of
applications is done by single stepping through the taught points and inserting new
points or deleting undesired points. Sensing capabilities are limited to binary sensors
such as limit switches. Sensor based conditional and unconditional branching to
different points in the program is sometimes available. The system can also wait for
binary signals from external devices as well as send signals to external such as
conveyors and feeders. Examples of languages at this level are T3 and liM's Funky.
The following is a Funky program to implement the palletizing problem [5]:
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ABSOLUTE
STORE 1
ABSOLUTE
STORE 2
ABSOLUTE
STORE 3
CENTER 8
RECALL 2
ABSOLUTE
STORE 4
ABSOLUTE
RELEASE 8
RECALL 4
HALT 0
RECALL 2
RECALL 3
CENTER 8
RECALL 2
ABSOLUTE
STORE 4
ABSOLUTE
RELEASE 8
RECALL 4
HALT 0
RECALL 2
HALT 0
RECALL 2
RECALL 3
CENTER 8
RECALL 2
ABSOLUTE
STORE 4
ABSOLUTE
RELEASE 8
RECALL 4
HALT 1
<starting-point>
<conveyor-approach-point>
<convert-pickup-point>
<first-pallet-position>
<first-ctrop-position>
<seconct-pallet-position>
<seconct-ctrop-position>
<ninth-pallet-position>
<ninth-pallet-position>
The parameters enclosed within the angle brackets represents poses which were
previously defined using leadthrough methods. The ABSOLUTE command
references a predefined pose. The STORE command pushes the location of a previous
command onto I of 9 stacks. The RECALL command recalls the pose from a specified
stack and directs the robot to move to that pose. The CENTER and RELEASE
commands position and activates the gripper to grasp or release an object. It should be
noted that the CENTER command uses touch sensors to center the gripper about the
object. For this example, the HALT command was used to simulate start and stop
commands for the conveyor.
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3.3 Primitive Motion Level Languages
The primitive motion level languages could be considered a textual equivalence of
point-to-point languages. At this level languages offer conditional and unconditional
branching. Some languages also provide looping capabilities. Subroutines can be
called although most do not allow parameter passing. Motion level primitives can be
specified in joint or Cartesian space. All languages provide absolute motion
primitives. Some provide relative and straight-line motion. Sensing features at the
primitive motion languages vary from simple binary touch sensing commands to
vision capabilities. Simple parallel processing, in the form of mutually exclusive
operation of arms with limits on convergence points to ensure collision avoidance, can
exist. Examples of primitive motion level languages are Anorad, Emily, RCL, RPL,
SIGLA, VAL.
The following is a VAL version of the palletizing problem. The source code and
accompanying description were adapted from [5].
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2l.
22.
23.
24.
10
20
100
40
SETI PX = 1
SETI PY = 1
GOSUB 100
IF PX 3 THEN 20
SHIFT PALLET BY 100.0, 0, 0
GOTO 10
IF PY = 3 THEN 40
SETI PX = 1
SETI PY = PY + 1
SHIFT PALLET BY -300.0, 100.0, 0
GOTO 10
APPRO CON,50
NAIT CONRDY
MOVES CON
GRASP 25
DEPART 50
MOVE PALLET:APP
MOVES PALLET
OPENI
DEPART 50
SIGNAL GOCON
SETI PX = PX + 1
RETURN
STOP
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Quoting Bonner[5]:
"Lines 1 and 2 initialize integer variables which are used to keep
track of how many parts have been loaded onto the pallet in both the x
and y directions. The GOSUB on line 3 calls a subroutine which will
unload one part from the conveyor and place that part on the pallet. The
command SHIFf PALLET does not cause any motion of the physical
pallet; rather, it redefines a coordinate frame named PALLET. Thus, the
next time the robot moves to the position named pallet, it will be a new
position. The SHIFf command on line 5 implements a translation of x
= 100.0 mm, y=O, and z=O.
Inside the subroutine, the robot first approaches the frame named
CON. The APPRO function causes motion to a point displaced (in this
example) 50 mm out the z axis of the named frame and oriented such
that the z axis of the hand is aligned with the z axis of the named frame.
In addition to specifying the desired position and orientation, the
APPRO command specifies joint interpolated control.
The command on line 13 allows the robot to wait for a signal from
an outside source, in this case a limit switch, indicating that the
conveyor is ready. The manipulator then moves (MOVES indicates
Cartesian straight-line motion) to the grasp position and closes the
gripper. If the hand closes to less than the minimum anticipated
distance (25 mm), an error is assumed and the program is halted.
The DEPART command specifies Cartesian motion along the z axis
of the hand frame to the departure point, in this case 50 mm out. The
command on line 17 could equally well be APPRO PALLET, 50;
however, the alternative form is used to demonstrate the capabilities of
manipulated frames in VAL. MOVE specifies joint interpolated motion
(as distinguished from MOVES) to a point defined by its argument. In
this case the colon indicates that the argument move is a transform
which is the product of two other transforms, the current pallet frame,
and a transform specifying a displacement of 50 mm out the z axis."
Finally, a VAL program can output signals, to external devices in
the case of line 21, a command to start conveyor motion.
3.4 Structured Programming Level
The structured programming level represents a major improvement over the primitive
motion level because structured programming languages incorporate structured control
constructs and permit the extensive use of coordinate transformations and frames.[5]
Other characteristics of these languages include simple data structure such as
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characters and integers as well as complex data structures such as arrays, vectors, and
user defined data structures. The languages at the structured programming level all
have user-definable subroutines with parameter passing (except PAL, which has no
subroutines, and Help. which allows no parameters). At this level, sensor commands
are similar to those at the primitive motion level, but wide variations in sensing
capability do occur among the structured programming languages. Parallel processing
is expanded at this level. Motion on this level is defined in terms of transformations on
the robots hand. Examples of structured programming level languages are: AL, HELP,
Maple, MeL, PAL, KAREL, VAL-II, and AML.
The following is a VAL-II version of the palletizing program.
1. FOR PX = 1 TO 3
2. CALL load.row( 3 )
3. SHIFT pallet BY 100.0, 0, 0
4. END
5.
6.
7. SUBROUTINE load.Row( Length)
8. FOR PY = 1 to Length
9. APPRO conveyor, 50
10. WAIT conveyor.ready 50
11. MOVES conveyor
12. GRASP 25
13. DEPART 50
14. MOVE pallet:App
15. MOVES pallet
16. OPENI
17. SIGNAL go.conveyor
18. SHIFT pallet BY 0, 100, 0
19. END
20. SHIFT pallet BY 0, -300, 0
21. END SUBROUTINE
VAL-II is a structured version of VAL. In this example, VAL-II eliminates the use
of VAL's GOTO statements by using loops. Symbolic subroutine names and
parameter passing all result in a program which is much easier to read and support.
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3.5 Task-oriented Level
A truly task oriented language conceals low-level aids like sensor and coordinate
transformation from the user. Autopass, proposed by IBM to meet these criteria is
designed to resemble the assembly instructions humans might use.[5] Autopass uses
high-level commands such as: place objectIon object2. The execution of this
command involves finding and identifying objectl and object2, determining a pickup
point and vector for objectl, moving to pick up objectl, deciding where on object2 to
place objectl.
The following is an AUTOPASS version of the palletizing program[5].
WHILE emptypallette DO
BEGIN
WHILE holeinpalletfree DO
BEGIN
INSERT block IN holeinpallet;
END;
END;
In AUTOPASS, there is no need to define approach and pick up points. The
location of the object as well the path required to get to the object are derived by the
system. The position of the pallet as well as the state of the palette (which holes are
empty and which are free) is also derived by the system.
3.6 Selected Language Overview
Figure 3.3 describes the features of a selected number of the sixteen previously listed
robot languages [15]. A brief review of some of the more commonly used industrial
robot languages, (VAL, VAL-II, AL, AML, RAIL) is adapted from [15, 36, 5] and is
given on subsequent pages.
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AL AML HELP JARS MCL RAIL RPL VAL
Language Modalities
Textual x x x x x x x x
Menu x
Language Type
Subroutines x x
Extension x
New language x x x x x
Geomeuic Data
Types
Frame (pose) x x x x x
Joint anglc:s x x x
Vector x x x x
Transformation x x x x
Rotation x x x
Path x
Comrol Modes
Position x x x x x x x
Guarded moves
Bias force x
Stiffness/compliance x
Visual servoing
Conveyor tracking x x
Motion Types
Coordinated joint
between two points x x x x x x
Straight line:
between two points x x x x
Splined through
several points x x x x x
Continuous path
("tapc recorda"
mode)
Implicit geometry x
circles
Implicit geometry
pallerns x
Signal Lines
Binary input 0 64 0 242 6 32 32
Binary output 0 b4 2 242 10 32 32
Analog input 64 0 0 242 0 32 0
Analog output 4 0 0 0 242 U tH U
Display and Specification of Rotations
Rotation matrix •
Angle about a vector x
Quatcrnions
Euler angles x x x x
Roll-pi tch-yaw x x
Ability to Control Multiple Arms
Multiple arms x x x
Control Structurcs
Statement labels x x x x x x
H-then x x x x x x x x
If-then-else x x x x x x x
While-do x x x x x x x
Do-until x x x x x
Figure 3.3: Language Comparison Table. (Reproducc<l from [15])
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x
x
x x x x
x x x
x x x x
X X X
AL
Case x
For x
Begin-end x
Cobegin-coend x
Procedure/function!
subroutine x
Successful Sensor Interfaces
Vision x
Force x
Proximity
Limit switch x
Support Modules
Text editor
File system
Hot editor
Interpreter x
Compiler x
Simulalor x
MACROs x
INCLUDE statement x
Command files
Logging of sessions x
Error logging x
Help functions x
Tutorial dialogue
Debugging Features
Single slepping
Breakpoints x
Trace
Dump x
AML
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
HELP
x
x
x
x
x
JARS
x
x
•
x
x
x
x
x
MCL
x
x
x
x
x
x
RAIL
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
RPL
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
VAL
x
x
x
x
x
Sourc~: Reprinted courtesy of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers. Copyright 1983 from the ROBOTS
7/13th ISIR Conference Proceedings.
'Using force-control or limit-switch action.
'Currently being implemented at Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
·Uses visual inputs to determine set points but does not specilieally perform visual servoing.
dRelies on the VAL controller.
'Currently being implemented at Stanford University.
'Custom for each system.
"AL displays rotations as a rotation matrix.
hNormally, JARS docs nol display-these forms; however, the user may write a routine to print them because
JARS has the forms available internally.
'AL accepts directly the specification of an orientalion by three Euler angles (or by an angle about a vector).
'AL orientations could also be specified by roll-pitch-yaw angles.
'Since it is a language based on subroutines added to Pascal. JARS has all the structures of Pascal.
'MCL can invoke tasks in parallel using INPAR.
mHELP permits the simullaneous activation of several tasks.
"Reported by the IDM T. J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights. New York; not commercially
available.
°JARS and HELP usc the systems support features of the RT-II operating system.
rAL uses the support features of the PDP-IO operating system.
qA simulator has been developed at the IDM T. J. Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heights. New York.
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3.6.1 VAL Programming Language
VAL, developed by Unimation, was the first commercially available robot
programming language and was released in 1979. VAL is based on the BASIC
programming language which ran of the DEC LSI-ll03. VAL has the structure of
BASIC with additional commands added for robot control. Currently, VAL has been
upgraded to VAL-II to fix some of its problems/shortcomings.
3.6.2 VAL-II Programming Language
VAL-II is an extension of VAL. VAL II contains extended features to increase
flexibility and control. These features include networking interfaces, increased sensor
interfacing, better operator interface, and enhanced realtime path control. VAL also
supports structured programming concepts as well as extended math capabilities
typical of a high level programming language.
3.6.3 AL Programming Language
AL was developed at the Stanford University Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, an
early leader in robot research. Base on Algol, AL provides concurrent control of
multiple arms. AL was initially developed on a mainframe at Stanford, but versions
marketed for industrial applications use a PDP 11/45. Two PUMA 600's and two
Stanford Scheinman arms were controlled at the same time by this language.
3.6.4 AML Programluing Language
AML was designed by IBM to be a well-structured semantically powerful language.
The main design goal of AML was to provide a powerful base language with simple
subsets for use by different programmers. The base language provides primitive
operations to manipulate data types such as vectors and other "aggregate" data
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structures. Another design point of AML was to be as consistent as possible without
special case exceptions. AML is currently being used to control an RS/1 assembly
robot.
3.6.5 RAIL Programming Language
RAIL, developed by Automatix, was designed to control both vision and
manufacturing equipment. The language is based on Pascal and comes with various
extensions to control various equipment. Robot RAIL contains special purposes
features to interface with external equipment such as sensor and conveyors. Vision
RAIL, another extension, contains features to interface with vision systems. Since
RAIL is based on Pascal, it has a full library of functions containing math routines
such as sine, cosine, tangent etc.. RAll..,' s library also contains functions to access I/O
lines connected to external devices.
As compared to Figure 3.1, most of the languages reviewed here are structured
programming level languages. Currently, there is a move away from VAL, the first
commercial robot language, toward languages in the structured programming level and
higher. The advantage to structured programming level languages are many. One of
the major improvements is increased readability of programs. The replacement of the
OOTO statement by structured constructs such as if-then-else, begin-end, and looping
structures make robot programs more readable. Structured level languages make
extensive use of coordinate frames which allow the calculation of intennediate points
such as approach, grasp and depart points. This reduces the number of points that a
user must teach in order to accomplish an application. Better data structures combined
with improved hardware communications means that the robot can model,
communicate with, and control more external devices. \Vith this increase in
---~
capabilities also comes an increase in complexities. Consequently, the robot
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programmer must improve his skills to that of a traditional computer programmer.
Therefore, the training tools need to reflect the concepts of structured programming
languages.
In the following chapter, three educational robotic systems are reviewed for their
applicability to training and research needs. Each of the robot languages are examined
to see how well they compare to the current level of structured robot programming
languages.
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Chapter 4
Commercial Educational Robotic Systems
4.1 Background
When the first teachbots appeared on the market in 1979, they were sold in
packages consisting of a robot and a very simplistic software teach pendant. The first
such package was the five axis, jointed arm, Rhino XR-l (produce by Rhino Inc.,
Champaign Ill.) Its teach pendant software was an APPLE II based machine language
program in which the user would use the keys of the keyboard as a teach pendant. The
user would strike a key, and one of the robot's joints would move up or down (for
example the 'u' key moved the shoulder upwards, the ']' key moved the shoulder
downwards). The software package allowed the user to teach point programs and
store them to disk for later usage. This allowed students to create simple pick and
place programs which they could store on disk, and later retrieve for further usage.
Unfortunately, the software package was very clumsy to use. Unlike many industrial
robot systems, this point programming environment lack the ability to refer to the
points by name but rather it used step numbers. The hardware and software had no
provision for processing any sensory inputs, or creating any sensor output. Finally, no
provisions had been made for any flow of control for point programs. The execution of
the point program started from the beginning and proceeded straight to the end without
alteration.
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About the same time as the release of Rhino's XR-l, Microbot Inc. and Eshed
Robotec released teachbots. Microbot released the the TeachMover and Eshed released
the Scorebot. These teachbots were packaged more like an industrial robot system in
that the robots had hand held teach pendants. Both pendants provided many more
features than the Rhino's pendant software. Like the Rhino, the user could make point
programs, but the level of sophistication of these programs was much higher. Point
programs could test inputs, perform decision and jump to different steps of the
program depending on the state of the inputs. Using the pendant the user could control
external devices via TTL outputs for lock step control. These pendants were more
reflective of the capabilities of state of the art industrial robot systems. Subsequently
the Microbot was a better training tool for teaching the basics of robotics. Since the
Microbot TeachMover and the Eshed Scorebot did not require a computer for their
basic operations, these packages were more affordable than Rhino's XR package.
Unlike industrial robots during this period, neither the TeachMover, Rhino, or
Eshed had a textual programming environment. Languages such as VAL and AL were
available in the industrial community but no equivalent was provided for either of
these teaching robots. Instead, the teachbot companies provided a serial link to the
robot which allowed the user to develop his own software on an external computer for
more sophisticated control. In fact, both Microbot and Rhino gave examples of how to
control their robots using the BASIC programming language.
4.2 Todays Educational Robots
Currently the robot packages are more complete and more accurately reflect the
features of an industrial robot system. The various vendors' robotics packages consist
of a combination of the following:
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1. Manipulator
2. Controller
3. Teach Pendant
4. Programming Environment
5. Work Cell Accessories
6. Robotics Curriculum (Courseware)
The manipulators are driven by either stepper motors or DC servo motors. The
controllers are either microprocessors with external ram or microcontrollers with
internal ram. The controllers for each of these educational robots fall into one of three
categories:
o Closed-loop positional controllers.
o Open-loop positional controllers.
o Closed-loop positional and velocity controllers.
Closed-loop positional controllers provide feedback on the actual position of the robot.
When commanded to move a motor to a position, a closed-loop positional controller
will be able to sense the movement of the motor and report on its current progress
toward the goal. Open-loop positional controllers provide no feedback. When
commanded to move to a position, the controller never actually knows whether the
motor has reached the commanded position. Closed-loop positional and velocity
controllers provide both positional and velocity information. From a users
perspective, robot's with closed-loop controllers are more repeatable (and desirable)
than robot's with open-loop controllers. A more in depth discussion of open and
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closed loop control can be found in [ 21]. For point programming, each robot comes
with either a hand held teach pendent or software for emulating a pendant. Each
provides a RS232 serial communication port for external computer control. One can
use the vendor supplied or self created programming environment to control the
motion of the robot. To simulate workcell operation, most vendors supply conveyers,
rotary tables, some numerically controlled (NC) tools, and various sensors. Each of
the companies are provide robotic curriculum materials consisting of electronics
books, robotic experiments, and general robotics books. These books are designed to
aid an instructor in planning a robotics course. This thesis will concentrate on a
comparison of GERCS with the programming environments supplied with the
following vendors' products:
o Rhino Robot Inc. XR-III.
o Microbot TeachMover Inc.
o Eshed Robotec Scorebot
These vendors were chosen because of their commercial popularity, their
availability at Lehigh University, and their representative nature of the educational
market.
4.3 Eshed Robotec
The first robotic system reviewed is the Eshed Scorebot. Eshed Robotec is located
in Tel Aviv Israel and currently sells a teachbot named the Scorebot. The Scorebot is a
five axis jointed ann robot (see Figure 4.1 ) which cost approximately $6,000 dollars
in 1991. The Scorebot has a reach of 24.4 inches with a lifting capacity of 2.2 pounds.
The robot has a proportional gripper with a ma.ximum opening of 3 inches. The robot
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is constrUcted from stamped aluminum and weighs 35 pounds. The repeatability of
the robot is listed as 0.2 inches.
The Scorebot's teach pendant is 6502 based DC servo motor controller. It
provides closed-loop positional control for up to 8 optically encoded DC servo motors
(six for the robot, and two for external devices). The controller also provides 8 TTL
level input and outputs for binary I/O. These can be used for lock step
communications for synchronizing the motion of the robot with external devices. One
serial port is provided for external computer control. Commands are sent to the
controller via the RS-232 port. The command set consists of the following class of
commands:
o Motion Commands
o I/O commands
Figure 4.1: Eshed Scorcbot. (Reproduced from [33])
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The motion commands provide the robot with slew motion capability. Joint
interpolated or straight line motion are not possible since the controller is unable to
perform speed control. The motion commands moves one or more joints a specified
distance in encoder units.
The I/O commands provide input and output capabilities. The commands can read
or set the state of 8 input and 8 output switches.
4.3.1 Textual Programming
The Scorebot's textual programming consist of PC based software that is divided
into three levels: Scorebasel, Scorebase2, and Scorebase3. Only Scorebase3 will be
reviewed here as this is the most powerful level. Scorebase3 is an integrated
environment which allows user to use the PC's keyboard as a pendant. Scorebase3
allow the user to teach and store points as well as replay them. When points are
taught, they are referred to by number. The Scorebase3 programming environment is
a menu based programming environment. The user selects the type of statement he or
she wishes to enter and is then prompted for the parameters. The functionality of the
software is very similar to a programmable calculator. The user has at his disposal 6
counters number 1 through 6. The counters can be used for looping or counting
events. For general storage, 16 memory locations are available for storing 2 digit
numbers. TLL outputs can be turned on and off as well as tested. Scorebase3
provides conditional branching where the condition is the result of an I/O test or the
value of a counter. Sixteen subroutines, numbered 1 through 16, are supported and are
called via their numeric names. The following code eXaII?ple is taken from Eshed' s
training manual which demonstrates most of the languages features. [34]
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1) GO POSITION 3 * FAST
2) TURN OUTPUT #3 ON
3) SET SUBROUTINE #15
4) WAIT 1 SECOND
5) IF INPUT #8 ON JUMP TO 7
6) TURN OUTPUT #3 OFF
7) RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE
8) GO POSITION 1 * SLOW
9) CALL SUBROUTINE # 15
10) SET COUNTER #1 TO 6
Poses are stored with the ScoreBase3 system in absolute joint coordinates. Poses
previously taught with the pendant can be reference by a numeric name. Because the
programming environment is menu based, the user is not required to be a skilled
typist. This features make Scorebase3 very easy to use for the factory floor engineer.
Another benefit of a menu based system is that the user does not have to remember the
syntax of the language. Consequently, the learning curve of the system is much shorter
as compared to a non-menu based system.
4.4 The Palletizing Example
The following is an implementation of the palletizing problem described in chapter 3.
Please note that comments and blank lines have been artificially added to this example
to explain the program's operation. Scorebase3 does not support the use of comments.
Like Funky, each point that the robot moves to must must be taught. This is due to
the lack of support for coordinate transformation. Consequently, every intermediate
point required by the application must be taught with the pendant rather than
calculated. In this case, over 20 points must be taught in order to complete this task.
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Comments ---
1)
2)
3) CALL SUBROUTINE #2
4) GO POSITION 3 * FAST5) GO POSITION 4 * SLOW
6) OPEN GRIPPER
7) GO POSITION 3 * SLOW
8)
9) CALL SUBROUTINE #2
10) GO POSITION 5 * FAST
11) GO POSITION 6 * SLOW
12) OPEN GRIPPER
13) GO POSITION 5 * SLOW
Go pickup object from conveyor
Above Pallet's first position
Put down point
Above Pallet's first position
Go pickup object from conveyor
Above Pallet's Second position
Put down point
Above Pallet's second position
60)
61)
62)
63)
64)
65)
66)
67)
68)
69)
70)
71)
72)
73)
74)
CALL SUBROUTINE #2
GO POSITION 20 * FAST
GO POSITION 21 * SLOW
OPEN GRIPPER
GO POSITION 20 * SLOW
JUMP TO 73
SET SUBROUTINE #2
IF INPUT #5 OFF
JUMP TO 67
GO POSITION 1 * FAST
OPEN GRIPPER
GO POSITION 2 * SLOW
CLOSE GRIPPER
GO POSITION 1 * FAST
RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE
END
Go pickup object from conveyor
Above Pallet's ninth position
Put down point
Above Pallet's ninth position
Subroutine to Pickup object from conveyor
Wait for part
Move to the approach point
Move slow to the grasp point
Lift object from conveyor
Return to caller
The Bonner classification level [5] for Scorebase3 would be somewhere between
point-to-point and primitive motion language. It has all the required features of a
point-to-point level language and some of the features of a primitive motion language
such as a textual representation, subroutines, binary sensor input and output, and
looping capabilities. On the other hand, Scorebase3 does not have even the most basic
coordinate transfonnation capabilities nonnally associated with a primitive motion
level language. It also does not provide simple data types such as integer or character
variables. (Note, the memory location storage feature is not considered a 'true' integer
variable as its range is limited to 1..99. )
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4.5 Rhino Inc.
Rhino Robots Inc.(located in Champaign Urbana, Illinois) currently sells three
robots: the XR-3, XR-4, and the XR SCARA robot. Since only the XR-3 was
available at Lehigh, only this robot is examined. The XR-3 is a updated version of the
Rhino's first robot, the XR-1. It is a five axis DC servo motor driven jointed arm robot
(see Figure 4.2) which cost 3995 dollars in 1991.[27] The XR-3 has a reach of 22.5
inches with a lifting capacity of one pound. The robot has a proportional gripper with
a maximum opening of 2 inches. The robot is constructed with aircraft grade
aluminum weighing a total of 15 pounds. The repeatability is listed as 0.04 inches.
As with most educational robots, accuracy specifications are unavailable for the robot.
The robot also has six limits switch which allow for calibration of the robot.
4.5.1 Rhino's Mark-III Controller
The basic XR-3 package consists of the XR-3 robot, the Mark-3 controller, and a
hand held teach pendant. The Mark-III controller is 6502 based DC servo motor
controller. It provides closed-loop positional control for up to 8 optically encoded DC
servo motors (six for the robot, and two for external devices). The controller also
provides 8 TTL level input and outputs for binary I/O. These can be used for lock-
step communications for synchronizing the motion of the robot with external devices.
One serial port is provided for external computer control. Commands are sent to the
controller via a RS-232 port. The command set consists of the following class of
commands:
o Motion Commands
o I/O commands
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Figure 4.2: Rhino XR-3 Robot with drawing tool. (Reprinted from 29)
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The motion commands provide the robot with slew motion capability. Joint
interpolated or straight line motion are not possible since the controller is unable to
perfonn speed control. (Note: As this thesis is being written, Rhino has released the
Mark IV controller which has speed control capabilities). The motion commands
moves one or more joints a specified distance in encoder units.
The I/O commands provide input and output capabilities. The commands can read
or set the state of 8 input and 8 output switches.
4.5.2 Teach Pendant
Rhino provides a hand held teach pendant (see Figure 4.3) which allows simple
point programs to be programmed easily. The functionality of the pendant is a similar
to an industrial pendant. Not only can points be taught with the pendant but the
pendant also provides a primitive programming environment. Points programs can be
taught, edited, played back, and uploaded to the host computer. The pendant has basic
logic commands which allow point programs to alter their execution sequence
depending on the state of an input (ie. Jump on Input command). Output primitives
for communicating with external devices are also provided. The XR-3 pendant
provides for a total of 149 moves (including I/O commands). This limitation is due to
the small memory capacity of the pendant's microprocessor. The point programs
created can be uploaded via the controller to a host computer.
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Figure 4.3: XR-3 Series Teach Pendant (Reprinted from 29)
4.5.3 Textual Programming Environment
In addition to the pendant, Rhino provides two programming environments for the
XR-3: RoboTalk and Rhino VAL. These environments run on Apple-II or IDM PC
compatible computers. RoboTalk is a menu driven command interpreter that allows
the user to issue absolute joint coordinate commands to the robot. As this is the
simpler of the two environments, it will not be discussed. Rhino VAL is an attempt to
raise the level of programming to resemble the programming environments for
industrial robots. Rhino VAL a subset of Unimation's VAL programming language.
Rhino VAL has the basic motion level commands of VAL, and also provides
environment commands for uploading data from the teach pendant. The integration
with the pendant allows the user to move the robot with the teach pendant and store
the points within the Rhino VAL environment. This emulates the teach/point storage
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operations available on the Unimation VAL controller. Similar to the Unimation
Controller, the points generated by the pendant are stored in a separate file from the
actual VAL program. Rhino VAL provides point/program management commands to
Load, List, and Store points and program files.
The following is an implementation of the palletizing problem, described in
chapter 3, using Rhino VAL.
GOSUB 100
MOVE PAL1APP
MOVE PALl
RELEASE
MOVE PA1APP
SIGNAL GOCON
GOSUB 100
MOVE PAL2APP
MOVE PAL2
RELEASE
MOVE PA2APP
SIGNAL GOCON
GOSUB 100
MOVE PAL20APP
MOVE PAL20
RELEASE
MOVE PA20APP
SIGNAL GOCON
100 MOVE CONAPP
WAIT CONRDY
MOVE CON
GRASP 25
MOVE CONAPP
RETURN
Like Funky and ScoreBase3, each point that the robot moves to must be taught
because of the lack of support for coordinate transformations. This program is more
readable than the ScoreBase3 example, but still requires the user to teach a large
number of points.
In spite of the fact that Rhino's VAL is based on VAL, which has a Bonner
classification of primitive motion level, the lack of any coordinate transformations puts
Rhino VAL somewhere between the point-to-point and primitive motion levels.
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4.6 UMI-Microbot
UMI-Microbot (formerly Microbot Inc.) is located in Irvine California. Along with
Rhino, Microbot was one the pioneers of educational robots. Presently, Microbot
produces two educational robots, the MiniMover and the TeachMover. For the purpose
of this discussion, only the TeachMover will be examined. The TeachMover (see
Figure 4.4) is a five axes stepper motor driven robot costing 3,495 dollars in 1991. The
TeachMover has a reach of 17.5 inches and a lifting capacity of one pound. The
gripper is proportional and has a maximum opening of 3 inches. The TeachMover
weighs a total of 8 pounds. Repeatability specifications were unavailable.
Figure 4.4: MicroOOl TcachMovcr Robol
4.6.1 TeachMover's Controller
The TeachMover's controller is a 6502 based microprocessor located in the base of
the robot. Unlike the Rhino, the Microbot's controller is open loop, and drives six
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stepper motors. The controller provides 5 TTL level inputs and 8 TTL outputs which
can be used for workcell control. The Microbot provides two serial ports for additional
robot connections. This is a unique feature among teachbots. The primary serial port
is used as an input to receive commands from a host computer. The secondary port is
an output port which can be linked to additional robots connected in series. Each
robot in the series has a robot identifier associated with it. Every command sent from
the host computer has an embedded robot identifier. The command is passed along the
chain until it reaches the robot with the matching identifier which in turn executes the
command. Using this feature, a workcell with many TeachMovers could be controlled
by one computer. For workcell operations, this is a significant advantage over Rhino's
XR-3 since each XR-3 would require a dedicated host computer.
The TeachMover's controller provides a more sophisticated selection of motion
commands than the Rhino or the Ashed teachbots. Since the controller is capable of
open loop speed control, interpolated and straight line motion can be programmed in
addition to slew motions. Speed control is another feature which makes the
TeachMover unique. Unfortunately, unlike the Rhino and Ashed teachbots, the
TeachMover does not provide closed loop positional control. This means that if the
stepper motors slip while performing a motion, the controller is unaware of this error
and does not correct the resulting erroneous final position. Slippage occurs with the
TeachMover when performing motions at high speeds or carrying a payload weighing
more that 1/4 pound. As a result, the TeachMover's repeatability is not as good as
some of the Eshed and Rhino teachbots.
4.6.2 Teach Pendant
The TeachMover was the first Teachbot to have a teach pendant. This in fact was
one of the original selling points of the TeachMover of the Rhino XR-1 in the early
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1980s. Like the XR-3, the TeachMover's pendant (see Figure 4.5) provides a super set
of the functions provided on an Industrial Pendant. The pendant provides point
programming and editing capabilities as well as conditional jump commands based on
the state of the TTL input ports. Point programs can consist of a maximum of 53 steps.
(Note, if jump commands are used, the number of program steps is less since jumps
take '3 steps' positions in memory). Point programs can be uploaded to the host via
the serial communication link.
4.6.3 Textual Programming Environment
Microbot markets two programming environments for the TeachMover, namely,
ArmBasic and VAL. AnnBasic is a Basic interpreter with robot commands embedded.
As this is a new product and was not developed during the period in which GERCS
was developed, it will not be reviewed. Microbot's VAL is a subset of Unimation's
VAL interpreter. As compared to the XR-3's version of VAL, Microbot's VAL is
significantly larger subset of VAL. Not only does Microbot's VAL provide the joint
level motion commands, it also provides some of the higher level routines for
performing straight line motion as well as implicit coordinate transformations in
commands such as APPRO, and DEPART. Like Rhino VAL, the integration with the
pendant allows the user to move the robot with the teach pendant and store the points
within the Microbot VAL environment. This emulates the teach/point storage
operations available on the Unimation VAL controller. Similar to the Unimation
Controller, the points generated by the pendant are stored in a separate file from the
actual VAL program. Rhino VAL provides point/program management commands to
Load, List, and Store point and program files.
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Figure 4.5: Microbot TcachMovcr Pendant
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4.6.4 The Palletizing Example
The following is an implementation of the palletizing problem described in chapter
3. Since Microbot's VAL is such large subset of VAL, this program is exactly the same
as the VAL program previously presented.
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2l.
22.
23.
24.
10
20
100
40
SETI PX = 1
SETI PY = 1
GOSUB 100
IF PX 3 THEN 20
SHIFT PALLET BY 100.0, 0, 0
GOTO 10
IF PY = 3 THEN 40
SETI PX = 1
SETI PY = PY + 1
SHIFT PALLET BY -300.0, 100.0, a
GOTO 10
APPRO CON,50
WAIT CONRDY
MOVES CON
GRASP 25
DEPART 50
MOVE PALLET:APP
MOVES PALLET
OPENI
DEPART 50
SIGNAL GOCON
SETI PX = PX + 1
RETURN
STOP
As with VAL, the Bonner classification for this subset of VAL is the primitive motion
level.
4.7 Summary
None of the educational packages reviewed provide an adequate environment for
training or research. For training, the pacakages are too low level and are not
representitive of the features currently available in modern structured robot
programming languages such VAL-II, AML, and KAREL. For research purposes,
theses pacakages do not provided the data strcutures required for A.I. research. In the
following chapter, the Generic Educational Robot System (GERCS) is described. It
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provides an environment for training and research for each of the educational robots
reviewed.
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Chapter 5
Generic Educational Robot Control System
5.1 Background
The Generic Educational Robot Control System (GERCS) was designed to provide
the educational user and robotic researcher a generic platform for developing robotic
applications on an IBM PC or compatible computer. Developed at Lehigh
University's Institute for Robotics, it provides a training platform for engineering
students to learn robotics as well as a research platform for undergraduate and
graduate engineering students, research engineers and faculty. The initial design goals
for GERCS were as follows:
o Provide a textual programming environment that included motion commands
of VAL and AML.
o Provide an interpretive programming environment.
o Provide an extensible environment for program development.
o Provide a generic environment for robot control.
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o Provide a programming environment that contains data structures that allow
research in Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) areas such as natural language, task
planning, and knowledge based systems.
o Provide an open platform that allows the user access to every aspect of the
system.
o Provide a programming environment with a complete set of software
development tools to develop large scale multimodule programs.
At the time of the initial design of GERCS, no educational vendor had developed a
textual programming environment for their robot. The major driving force behind
designing GERCS was to provide a programming environment so that Lehigh's
educational robots could be used for robotic training and research. Since Lehigh's
robotics laboratory already owned a Unimate PUMA with a VAL controller and an
IBM RS/1 with an AML controller, the intent of GERCS was to provide an
environment similar to VAL and AML. The environment would then allow students to
learn the basics of robot programming using the educational robots and subsequently
apply their knowledge to programming industrial robots. Therefore, some of the basic
joint and world coordinate motions available in AML and VAL are incorporated into
GERCS. Since both VAL and AML were interpretive environment, GERCS was
designed to take advantage of a users familiarity with interpretive environments.
Particular attention was paid to the fact that neither VAL's nor AML's interpretive
environment was an extensible programming environment. Neither VAL or AML's
environment allows the user to call external routines written in a high level language
such as C, Pascal, or FORTRAN. GERCS was designed to provide this interface for
researchers to interface their existing software. This feature was particularly important
since Lehigh University's computer curriculum is Pascal and FORTRAN based.
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Many of the University's research projects are written in either Pascal or FORTRAN.
For Artificial Intelligence research such as task planning and natural language, data
structures such as link list, binary trees and other dynamic data structures are essential.
A more thorough description of data structures required for knowledge based systems
can be found in Rich [30]. Since Lehigh University had three different types of
educational robots GERCS had to be generic in order to work with each robot without
significant alterations. GERCS also had to be an 'open' platform that allowed the user
to interface with the system at any level. For example, any GERCS system command
such as the Move command had to be redefineable by the user. This would allow the
user to define new control routines for robots (or other devices) not currently
supported by GERCS. Finally, GERCS had to provide an environment that allowed
the development of large multimodule programs.
5.2 System Overview
As with most educational and industrial robotic systems, GERCS consists of two
parts, a software teach pendant and a textual programming environment.
5.2.1 The Teach Pendant
The GERCS software teach pendant provides many of the features found on
educational and industrial teach pendants. The teach pendant can be used for power
leadthrough programming to develop complete applications as well creating points to
be used from within the textual programming environment. The GERCS software
pendant uses the cursor keys on the computer's keyboard to jog (move) different joints
of the robot. Figure 5.1 illustrates the main screen of the pendant. From the main
screen, the user can select any joint of the robot by using the numeric keys 1 through
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6. Once a joint is selected, it may be jogged by hitting the up/down or left/right cursor
keys. Each time the cursor key is struck, the robot's joint will move a distance (in
motor units) equal to that specified by the increment field. The velocity at which the
robot moves is specified by the speed field. Comparable to commercially available
educational pendants, the GERCS pendant provides features to create, edit, store and
retrieve point programs. Figure 5.2 gives a complete summary of the commands
available for the teach pendant.
Table 5.1 contains a comparison of the features of the GERCS teach pendant to
those of commercial educational pendants. The Unimate Puma's pendant with the
VAL controller is included in the table as a model of the capabilities of an industrial
teach pendant. The GERCS pendant has some advantages over the other educational
pendants. Since GERCS uses the computer's keyboard and monitor to interact with the
robot rather than a hardware teach box with a LCD or LED display, GERCS is able to
present more information about the status of the robot. This make GERCS more user
friendly. GERCS also provides context sensitive on-line help. Entering a '?' at any
user prompt will give the user step-by-step instructions on how to use a specified
feature. This level of user friendliness is not possible with a teach box that only has a
1 to 4 line display.
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Speed 63 Increment
Select Motor And Use <- -> to Actuate
(1 ) Gripper 0
(2) Wrist Rotate 0
(3) Hand 0
(4) Forearm 0
(5) Shoulder 0
(* ) Base 0
63
Option ( , ?' For Help)
(1: 1) Present Point -->HOME
Figure 5.1: GERCS main pendant screen
01 ) (A) Auto Point 15) (0)
02) (B) Backward Point 16) (P) Purge Points
03 ) (C) Calibrate Robot 17) (Q) Quit
04 ) (D) Download Workfile 18) (R) Redefine Point
05) (E) Engage Motors 19) (S) Update Speed
06) (F) Forward Point 20) (T) Teach Point
07) (G) Show Limits 21) (U) Upload Workfile
08) (H) Home 22) (V)
09) (I) Update Increment 23) (W) Define Workfiles
10 ) (J) 24) (X) Execute
11) (K) Kill Point 25) (Y)
12) (L) List Points 26) (Z) Zero Robot
13 ) (M) Move 27) (+) Dynamic Increment
14 ) (N) Insert Point 28) ( ) Select Joint
29) ( ) Jog
For a Detailed explanation of a command, enter it's correspoinding Number
Enter Choice «esc> to return to pendant)
Figure 5.2: GERCS pendant C{lmmand summary
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Table 5.1: Teach Pendant Comparison
Rhino Microbot Ashed GERCS Puma(VAL-I)
Flow of Control x x x
Joint Mode x x x x x
World Mode 1 x
Tool Mode 1 x
Named Points 2 2 3 x 2
Edit x x x x x
Single Step x x x x x
Named Points x x x x
Point Storage x x x x x
Binary I/O x x x
Calibration x x x x
Uploading Points x x x N/A N/A
Emergency Stop
Display LCD None LED Terminal LED
Online Help x
There are two disadvantages of the GERCS pendant as compared to the
educational pendants and the Puma's pendant. First, since GERCS uses the
computer's keyboard, the user does not have the freedom to walk around the robot's
environment and inspect the position of the robot's end effector during the teaching
process. This makes it much more difficult to teach tasks where the robot's end
effector is inserted into or behind objects that may obscure the user's view (of the
end-effector) from a fixed vantage point. Second, the GERCS pendant is lacking the
binary I/O capability and conditional branching available with the educational
pendants. This however is not a serious disadvantage since I/O and branching
capabilities are available within the GERCS textual programming environment. The
inclusion of these features in educational pendants is due to the fact that educational
pendants are designed to be used in a stand alone fashion without a host computer.
Consequently, they must provide the I/O commands and conditional branching with
their pendants in order to allow the cost conscious user who purchases their system,
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without a host computer, to write programs that interface with external devices using
binary sensors. In the initial design of GERCS, it was decided that this mode of
programming only allowed very simplistic communication, and the focus of this
research was on more sophisticated applications using binary and analog sensors such
as force and vision.
5.2.2 Textual Programming Environment
The GERCS textual programming environment consists of an integration between
the commercially available Gimple Software's C-terp (C language interpreter) [9], and
a C language robot control library (GERCS control library) developed in this research.
C-terp is an integrated development environment that provides a full screen editor, C
interpreter, and debugger in one package. The GERCS control library consists of
functions that provide communication, coordinate transformations, and motion control
functions for each of the educational robots reviewed in this thesis. Collectively, these
functions make up the GERCS control library. Therefore, robot programming consist
of the user writing programs in C that make calls to the GERCS control library to
manipulate the robot. Access to the GERCS control library from within C-terp is
accomplished by linking the GERCS control library into the C-terp environment (see
Figure 5.3). 1 Once linked in, the robot control functions become an indistinguishable
part of the programming environment.
1. For a detailed description of how to link C language libraries to C-Terp. sec [9) and the chapter "Linking to
Externals"
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C-ter
User's Source Code
Stardard C Ubraries
+
GERCS Control Library
Communication Functions I
Eshed Control Functions I
IMicrobet Control Functions I
I Rhino Control Functions I
ICoordinateTransformations I
robot Independent Functlon9
Figure 5.3: Clap and GERCS control library linkage
The following is the GERCS implementation of the pa.I.letizing problem described
in chapter 3. As with previous examples, it assumed that the conveyor location and the
pallet location were previously defined using the teach pendant.
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1) #include <gercs.h>
2) #include <points.h>
3)
4) main()
5) {
6) int row, col;
7) Robot R;
8)
9) R = Standard_Rhino;
11)
12) for(col=l; col<3; col++)
13) {
14) for(row=l; row<=3; row++)
15) {
16) Fetch From Conveyor (&R, Conveyor)
17) Place-In Pallet (&R, Pallet Point);
18) Shift(Pallet, 100.0, 0.0 ,-0.0);
19) Signal (Conveyor_Port, Go_Conveyor);
20) }
21) Shift (Pallet, -300.0, 100.0, 0.0);
22)
23)
24)
25) Fetch From Conveyor ( Robot * R, Joint_Type Conveyor_Location)
26) { - -
27) Wait (Conveyor Port, Conveyor Ready);
28) Appro(R, Conveyor Location, 50);
29) Sp(R, LOW); -
30) Move(R, Conveyor Location, 50);
31) Sp(R, HIGH) -
32) Grasp(R);
33) Depart(R,50);
34)
35)
36) Place In Pallet (Robot *R, Joint_Type Pallet_Point)
37) { --
38) Sp(R, HIGH)
39) Appro (R, Pallet Location, 50);
40) Sp(R, LOW); -
41) Move(R, Pallet Location, 50);
42) Release (R) ; -
43)
Line #1 loads the GERCS type definition file. This file contains various data type
declarations for the GERCS control library such as the Robot data type (line #7) and
the Joint_Type data type (lines #25 and #36). Line #2 loads the point definition file.
This file is created by the GERCS teach pendant and contains C definitions for the
joint space points Conveyor and Pallet. Line #7 and #9 define the current type of
robot that is being controlled. Because GERCS is generic and capable of controlling
three different types of robots, it must be explicitly specified which type of robot is
being controlled. Line #7 defines a variable R to be of generic Robot type.
Conse{Juently, R can represent either an Rhino XR-3, Microbot TeachMover, or Eshed
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Scorebot. Line #9 initializes R to be be a Rhino XR-3 robot. If a Microbot
TeachMover or an Eshed Scorebot were being used, line #9 would say R =
Standard_TeachMover, or R = Standard_Scorebot respectively. The Shift, Appro,
Move, commands in lines #21 and #27 through #33, are all GERCS control library
~_J
functions. Each of these functions perform like their VAL equivalents. The Shift
function alters coordinate values of a point. The Appro function moves to a certain
distance above the specified point. The Move function moves to the point. The Sp
function sets the speed of all subsequent functions. It should be noted that each
motion command requires a Robot variable as its first parameter.
The Robot variable is required because GERCS is able to control multiple robots
from within the same program. The Robot parameter identifies on which robot an
action is to be performed. For example, the following code sample controls a Rhino
XR-3, and a Microbot TeachMover. Each robot is moved to a point that was taught
with their respective teach pendants. For this example, it is assumed that the Rhino is
connected to the PC's first communication (COMl), and the Microbot is connected to
the PC's second communication port (COM2).
#include<gercs.h>
#include <rhinopt.h>
#include <micropt.h>
Robot Rhino, Microbot;
Rhino = Standard Rhino;
Microbot = Standard Microbot; Microbot.loport=COM2;
Move (&Rhino, Pointl);
Move (&Microbot, Point2);
One special note is that the line 'Microbot./oport = COM2' is necessary because the
default communication port for any standard robot (such as a Standard_Rhino, or
Standard_Microbot) is COM 1. Therefore, the line 'Microbot = Standard_Microbot'
sets the communication port to COMl (the default value). As a result the Microbot
must have its communication port (Ioport) explicitly set to COM2.
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Using Bonner's classifications, GERCS would be classified in the structured
programming level. GERCS contains the structured programming constructs
associated with a structured programming level. This is due to the fact that C,
(GERCS base language) by definition is a structured programming language. GERCS
also fits into the structured programming level since it provides joint space motion
commands as well as coordinate transformations.
5.3 Comparison of GERCS with Educational Languages
Appendix A contains tables comparing the features of GERCS and the educational
robotic languages considered. The criteria for these tables were adapted from [15, 4].
For comparison purposes, VAL, VAL-II, and AML are also included in these tables.
In the following sections, the educational languages and GERCS are critiqued for their
use in training and research.
5.3.1 Robot Training
One of the basic premises of this thesis was that current educational robot
languages do not accurately reflect the state of the art of robot programming languages
and consequently are not useful for training.
The Scorebase' s software (ScoreBase3) is the lowest level of all the software
reviewed. Since it is a point-to-point level language it has virtually none of the
features found in VAL, VAL-II or AML. Scorebase3 is essentially a textual version of
a teach pendant. Therefore, it is only minimally useful as it does not reflect the current
structured programming level languages and the user cannot develop complex
applications.
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Rhino VAL, although better than Scorebase3, is still not adequate for training. In
spite of the fact that Rhino chose to emulate the first commercially available robot
language, their VAL subset is so small as to make it not useful. Since it is also lacking
coordinate transformations, geometric data types, and most of the data types and
operators of VAL, the transition from Rhino's VAL to the actual VAL language would
be difficult. As VAL is a very old primitive motion language, it is not representative of
the more modem structured programming level languages. Therefore, even a 'good'
VAL emulator would not be an adequate training environment.
Microbot's version of VAL is a more robust subset of VAL than Rhino's. It
provides some of the coordinate transformation routines to make it worthy of being a
primitive motion level language. Microbot's VAL subset provides the best training
environment of all the commercial educational languages reviewed. Still the question
that has to be answered is "training for what ?" The newer generation languages such
as VAL-II and AML provide many features not available in VAL. Table A.3 shows
the vast differences of control structures that are available in VAL-II and not in VAL.
Microbot's VAL is good training tool if one is specifically training an individual for
using VAL. If one is teaching general concepts about robotics, VAL is not a good
language to uses since it is outdated.
GERCS contains many of the features of the VAL, VAL-II, and AML. Looking at
the control structure table (A.3 ) it is easy to see that GERCS encompasses most of the
features available in VAL, AML, and VAL-II. This is also true for the support
modules (Table A.13 ), debugging features (Table A.14) and standard data types etc..
For a training environment, GERCS reflects more of the features in modern structured
programming languages such as AML and VAL-II. Consequently, GERCS is a better
training tool since it has the features of both a structured programming level language
as well as the primitive motion level language.
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5.3.2 Research
The other basic premise of this thesis was that educational robot languages cannot
be used for A.I. research. For a researcher to use the educational software there are
two possibilities. Either the researcher (1) writes his software within the language
provided, or (2) writes his software separately, and then either calls his routines from
within the educational robot language, or has his routines call the educational robot
language. Since none of the educational languages support recursion and dynamic
data structures such as link list and trees, breadth first and depth first searching
techniques cannot be implemented. These search techniques are essential for natural
language, path planning, and task planning research.[30] Therefore, a researcher
cannot develop his software within any of the reviewed educational robot
programming environments. The other possibility is that a researcher could write his
software in an existing computer language and interface this to the educational
environment. Since each of the educational systems are 'closed' systems, they cannot
call (or be called) from external routines. GERCS solves both these problems as its
host language is C, and C provides all the data structures necessary for a researcher to
develop his software. And C provides mechanism to call (and be called from) external
routines.
5.4 GERCS Design phhosophy
There are several ways to design a robot language [11] :
Develop a new language.
Extend an existing language.
Add a set of control libraries to an existing language.
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Each of the possibilities was considered during the initial design of GERCS.
Developing a new language was the easiest to dismiss.
Designing a new language and all the supporting tools such as an editor, debugger,
and interpreter or compiler would be overly time consuming.
Extending an existing language was examined and rejected for the same reasons as
was designing a new language. Since no source code for any industrial language was
available to this researcher extending an existing language would have required
developing the language and all associated tools.
Creating a control library for an existing computer language was the most
attractive option. Starting with an existing language meant inheriting existing tools
such as an editor, compiler or interpreter, and debugger for that language.
5.5 Development Language Choice
Having decided to write GERCS as a control library for a high level computer
language, the next step was to choose a host language.
The chosen language had to satisfy two different types of needs: educational and
research. GERCS had an objective to train students who would eventually be
programming in VAL and AML. For educational purposes, it was important that the
language chosen should have a syntax that was somewhat similar to VAL and AML.
Also, since VAL and AML are interpreted, the language chosen had to have an
interpretive environment that provided the same ease of use and immediate feedback.
For research purposes, the chosen language needed to reflect the structured nature of
languages such as C and Pascal. Lastly, since the development hardware in the
robotics lab was limited to APPLE-II computers or IBM PCs, the selected language
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had to run on either of these platforms. Three languages chosen for evaluation were
FORTH, Pascal, and C.
A version of the GERCS system was developed for all three languages.
5.5.1 FORTH Version of GERCS
FORTH (invented by Charles H. Moore) was the initial development choice
because of its applicability to control applications. FORTH has been used in a variety
of control applications such as motion picture cameras, baggage handlers, heart
monitors, and of course, its original design purpose, telescopes [6]. Comparisons
between FORTH, FORTRAN, Pascal, C, and other languages have been made on the
basis of speed, programming ease, maintainability, and programming power [8]. In
these comparisons, FORTH performed very favorably as compared to the other
languages. FORTH is an integrated development environment containing an editor,
compiler/interpreter and a dictionary. All procedures (called 'words') created in the
FORTH environment are stored in a dictionary. As each word is defined, it is
immediately compiled and stored into the dictionary. Once compiled, a word can be
immediately tested in an immediate mode interpreter. One of FORTH's strongest
features is that the programmer can add words, including new control structures,
which extend FORTH. Any operator or control structure within the language can be
redefined. For example, the operator '+' could be redefined such that it actually
performed subtraction. The statement 5 + 3 would yield a result of 2. Or, new
operators can be created. For example, a new operator '#+' could be defined in
FORTH to perform joint space point arithmetic. Thus, if a robot's joint coordinates
were represented by the variables appro I and appro2, the statement: appro3 = appro 1
#+ appr02 would yield the appropriate sum.
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Because of FORTH's interpretive nature and its immediate feedback, it is very
easy for a non-programmer such as the factory floor worker to use. FORTH allows
such a worker to quickly create words to control the robot and immediately test them.
An advantage is that the worker does not have to go through the time consuming steps
of compiling and linking his program before seeing it run.
GERCS control routines were compiled into the FORTH-79 [38] system on an
Apple II-E. A perspective user of GERCS would be given a FORTH interpreter with
the robot control routines already compiled within the interpreter. The user could
control the robot either from the immediate mode command line or create definitions
using the standard FORTH editor. From the immediate mode command line, the user
types a command and it is executed immediately. For example, to home the robot the
user would just type Home followed by a carriage return. To create a complete robot
application the user would write his robot application definition using the predefined
GERCS words to manipulate the robot. The following is a FORTH program to
palletize 'widgets' into lx3 pallet. It is assumed that the pick up point and the pallet
point have already been taught The PickupPoint is where a widget will be picked up,
the Pallet point is the first spot in the pallet. The distance between the holes in the
pallet is 0.5 inches.
Palletizelx3
Pickuppoint Teach
Pallet Teach
1 3 DO
PickupPoint 1.0 Appro
Slow Speed
Pickuppoint Move
Grasp
Fast Speed
3.0 Depart
Pallet 1.0 Appro
Slow Speed
Pallet Move
Release
Fast Speed
3.0 Depart
0.5 Pallet ShiftX
Loop;
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In this example program, the Appro, Move, Speed, Grasp, Depart, ShiftX are all
GERCS library routines. The overwhelming benefit of FORTH is its interpretive
environment. Each of the statements in the above definition could be tested in the
immediate mode interpreter first to assure their correctness.
In FORTH, the operands are placed on a stack and the operators are then applied
to the stack leaving the result on the stack.[6] Unfortunately, the reverse polish nature
of FORTH makes it unacceptable as a training environment since none of the
industrial languages use a reverse polish format. Even though FORTH is so extensible
that the reverse polish nature could be written away (ie. definitions which would make
the FORTH program use the standard infix notation), FORTH still lacks the data
structures required for advanced A.I. research. Although FORTH can create link lists
and binary trees, the method for doing this is very cumbersome.
5.5.2 Pascal Version of GERCS
The next version of GERCS was implemented using Turbo Pascal Version 3.0
[37]. Pascal offers all the structured programming concepts and its integrated
environment makes it an ideal programming environment. Pascal readily supports
dynamic data structures such as link list, binary trees, as well as recursion. Pascal
supports the basic data types such as integer, floats, and characters, as well as user
defined data structures. Using the Turbo Pascal version of GERCS, the user is given a
disk containing the source code for the GERCS control library along with the Turbo
Pascal compiler. The user creates, compiles, and runs his program inside of Turbo's
integrated environment In order to access the GERCS control routines, the user places
'include' statements within his application which loads the GERCS code during
compilation.Although Turbo Pascal is not an interpreter, its extreme compilation speed
(timed at about 500 lines per second on an 12.5 mhz IBM AT compatible) made the
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compile/link cycles so short that to the user, it functions like an interpreter. Since the
Turbo Pascal version of the GERCS control routines were almost 1,500 lines long, it
took roughly 3 or more seconds to compile a small application. The following is an
example of the palletizing program previously presented. Note the include commands
which are required to access GERCS.
Program Palletize
{$i robot.fil}
Var
R : Robot;
{$i points.pas}
{$i control. fil}
( input, output );
(* Include GERCS type definitions *)
(* Include Pendant Points *)
(* Include GERCS control library *)
procedure Palletize1x3( R: robot)
var
i:integer;
begin
for i:= 1 to 3 do
begin
Appro(R, PickupPoint, 1.0 );
Speed(R, Slow);
Move(R, pickupPoint );
Grasp(R );
Speed(R, Fast );
Depart(R, 3.0);
Appro(R, PickupPoint, 1.0 );
Speed(R, Slow);
Move(R, PickupPoint );
Release(R );
Depart(R, 3.0);
ShiftX(R, Pallet, 0.5);
end;
end;
begin
R := Standard Rhino;
Palletize1x3(-R );
end.
There were a number of problems encountered when using Thrbo Pascal Version
3.0. First, Version 3.0 did not have a debugger available for it. Without a debugger, the
user could not single step, place breakpoints, or examine variables in his program. The
only method of debugging was to use print ( write/writeln ) statements. Second,
Version 3.0 could not interface to any other language. In addition, Version 3.0 did not
support separately compiled modules. As applications became very large, compile
times became more sever. Separately compiled modules would solve this problem. It
should be noted that each problem cited for version 3.0 has been solved in the current
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version (5.5) of Turbo Pascal. Version 5.5 has separately compiled modules, an
integrated debugger, and compiles even faster than version 3.0.
5.5.3 C Version of GERCS
After Pascal, GERCS was implemented in C using Gimple Software's C-Terp.[9]
The C language offers the same structured programming advantages of Pascal. The C
version of GERCS is more robust than the Turbo Pascal version due to the C-Terp
programming environment. C-Terp solved the separately compiled modules problem
cited with the Turbo Pascal version. C-Terp also provided an mechanism for linking
compiled code into the interpreter[9]. Therefore, a C-Terp GERCS user would be
given a disk with the GERCS control library linked into the interpreter. Like the Pascal
version of GERCS the user still had to include the type definitions in his application
but he no longer had to include the source code for the control library functions. The C
version of the Palletizelx3 example program is as follows:
#include <gercs.h>
Robot R;
#include <points.h>
/* GERCS type definitions */
/* Pendant Points */
void Palletize1x3( Robot *R )
{ int i;
for (i=l; i<=3; i++)
(
Appro (&R, PickupPoint, 1.0 );
Speed(&R, Slow);
Move (&R, PickupPoint );
Grasp(&R );
Speed(&R, Fast );
Depart (&R, 3.0);
Appro (&R, PickupPoint, 1.0 );
Speed(&R, Slow);
Move (&R, PickupPoint );
Release(&R );
Depart (&R, 3.0);
ShiftX(&R, Pallet, 0.5);
main ()
(
R = Standard Rhino;
Palletize1x3( &R );
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There was one problem with using C-Terp. The C language did not provide
adequate type checking. Therefore, any novice user could cause errors in the system
by calling GERCS routines with invalid parameters. Recently this problem has been
solved by the use of ANSI C 2 prototypes. Prototypes provide very strict parameter
type checking.[IO]
5.6 Control Library Design
Initially, GERCS was designed to control the Rhino XR series robot, and later
expanded to control other robots in the laboratory. Currently, GERCS is capable of
controlling the following three robots: the Rhino XR series robot, Microbot's
TeachMover, and most recently, the Eshed Scorebot. In order to achieve GERCS
generic capabilities, the system was developed in a hierarchical fashion in which the
most hardware dependent features were encapsulated at the bottom of the hierarchy,
and the hardware independent features, at the top of the hierarchy. The GERCS
hierarchy consists of the following:
1. The Robot Data Structure.
2. Communication Functions.
3. Robot Specific Control Functions.
4. Robot Independent Motion Functions.
2. American National St=dard X3.159-19S9
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5.6.1 The Robot Data Structure
The Robot data structure is an abstract data structure that represents all the supported
robots. The C version of the Robot structure looks as follows:
typedef struct
{
/* Communications
Port_Type
parameters */
Ioport;
/* Physical characteristics */
int MaxJoints;
Link Lengths Type Link Lengths;
Drive Ratios-Type Drive Ratios;
Joint-Type - Motor-Direction;
Limit-Switches Limit-Switch Exists;
Joint-Name Type Joint-Names[-MAXJOINTS ];
Joint-Limit type Joint-Limits;
int - - Gripper, Roll;
/* Current Robot
World Type
Joint=Type
int
Status */
World Location;
Joint-Location;
Speed;
/* Robot Limits */
int Max_Speed, Min_Speed,
Max_Move;
/* Control Functions pointers */
int (*Jog) (), (*Mlv) (), (*Interp) (), (*Halt) (), (*Monitor) (),
(*Forwards) (), (*Backwards) () ,
(*Grip) (), (*Ungrip) (), (*Sp) (), (*Calibrate) ();
/* Robot Specific fields */
char Recognition; /* MICROBOT ONLY */
) Robot;
The Robot data structure contains the following types of data:
o Communications parameters
o Physical characteristics
o Robot Status
o Robot Limits
o Control Function pointers
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o Robot Specific Data Fields
A detailed understanding of the Robot data structure is necessary to understand
GERCS generic control capabilities. For this reason, most of the Robot data structure
fields are explained in in the following paragraphs.
5.6.1.1 Communications Field
The communication field looks as follows:
Port_Type Joport
Each of the currently supported robots communicate via a serial interface. The
Robot structure contains an [aport field which defines the address of the serial port
(com1, com2 ... ) or parallel port (lpt1, Ipt2 ... ). This field is set to the address of the
computer's communication port to which the robot is connected. For serial ports, the
Joport also contains the baud rate, data bits, stop bits, and parity values.
5.6.1.2 Physical Characteristics Fields
The physical characteristics fields consist of the following:
int MaxJoints
Link_Lengths_Type
Drive_Ratios_Type
Joint_Type
LimicSwitches
Joint_Name_Type
Joint_Limictype
int
int
Link_Lengths
Drive_Ratios
MotocDirection
LimicSwitch_Exists
JoinCNames[ MAXJOJNTS ]
JoincLimits
Gripper
Roll
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The physical characteristics fields describe the mechanical construction of the
robot. Each of these fields can be set to default values or to user defined values for
control of various types of robots. The MaxJoints field describes how many joints the
robot has. Using this field, GERCS is able to control robots that have a different
number of joints. The Link_Length field is an array of doubles which defines in inches,
the length of each of the robot's members. Link_Lengths are used for calculating
forward and reverse kinematic solutions.[25] The Drive_Ratio field is an array
containing conversion values from degrees to motor units for each of the robot's joint.
The Limit_Switch_Exists field is an array of Booleans which mark the presence (or
absence) of a limit switch on a robot's joint. Some educational robots such as the
Rhino, and the Eshed, use limit switches for robot calibration. The existence of a limit
switch tells GERCS to attempt to calibrate that particular joint. The Joint_Names field
is an array of strings containing the desired names of joints of the robot. The
JoinCNames field is used by the teach pendant's main display screen to display the
names of the joints of the robot. Figure 5.1 shows the default values for the joints(ie
Base, Shoulder, Foreann... ). Changing this field allows the user to alter the pendant
display names for the Joint. A user could use this field to create different joint names
for a user defined robot. The Joint_Limit field is an array the size of MaxJoints
containing the maximum range of movements for a specified joint. Note, range
checking for joint movement is not implemented in the current version
5.6.1.3 Robot Status Fields
The robot status consist of the following:
World_Type World_Location
JoincType Joint_Location
int Speed
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The Robot Status fields keep track of the current position and velocity settings of
the robot. The World_Location is an array of reals which is the world coordinate
representation of the robot's current position. The Joint_Location field is a array of
long integers which is the joint space representation of the robot's current position.
Both representations are stored to allow the user to query for the current position of
the robot in either format. The Speed field contains the currently selected speed at
which all motion commands are executed.
5.6.1.4 Control Function Pointers
The control function pointers consist of the following:
int (*Jog)O
int (*Mlv)O
int (*Interp)O
int (*Halt)O
int (*Monitor)0
int (*Forwards)0
int (*Backwards)O
int (*Grip)O
int (*Ungrip)O
int (*Sp)O
int (*Calibrate)0
The purpose of these function pointers is to store the address of the functions that
are being used to control the robot. In the following paragraphs, the purpose of each
function whose address is contained in the function pointer is explained.
The Jog function is the lowest level motion primitive. The Jog command will
move the specified robot's joint a specified distance and speed. The distance moved is
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in motor units and is a relative distance rather than an absolute distance. The
parameters for Jog are as follows:
Jog( Robot, Joint, Distance, Speed, System_Error)
Jog is a robot specific command and must be created specifically for each robot
supported.
The Mlv (motor location vector) function returns the distance in motor units the
robot has left to move to complete last commanded movement. For example, it the
robot receives a Jog command to move 50 units at time T=O seconds. Then if at time
T=.5ms the robot is sent a Mlv command, it could respond with 35 units. The 35 is
interpreted as how far the robot has left to move. The parameters for Mlv are as
follows:
Mlv ( Robot, Motor, System_Error )
Mlv is a robot specific command and must be created specifically for each robot
supported.
The Interp function performs interpolated motion. Given a vector of
displacements, the Interp function will cause the robot to interpolate over that distance.
The parameters for Interp are as follows:
Interp( Rob~t ,Displacement, Speed, Movement, System_Error)
Interp calls the Jog routine to move each of the joint of the robot unless the
attached robot supports multiaxis move commands.
The Halt function performs an emergency stop. This routine is robot specific and
has no parameters.
The Monitor function is used for incorporating sensory input into the path control
of the robot. Once a movement is initiated, the the Monitor function is continuously
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called. If the Monitor function returns TRUE, the robot is immediately stopped. If
FALSE, the robot continues on its path. The Monitor function has no parameters.
The Forwards and Backwards functions are the forward and backward kinematic
solution for the robot. The parameters for these functions are as follows:
Forwards( Robot, Joint, World)
Backwards( Robot, World, Joint, System_Error)
The Forwards transformation function converts from Joint space to world space
coordinates. The Backward transformation routine converts for World coordinates, to
joint coordinates. In the current version of GERCS, the transformation routines are
written explicitly for a 5 axis jointed arm robot. The routines are not robot specific but
rather robot configuration specific. In the current version of GERCS the same
transformation routines were used for the Microbot, Rhino, and the Eshed. More
general methods for coordinate transformations can be found in [25 ].
The Grip function is used to grasp objects in the robot's gripper. Although the Jog
command could be used to close the robot's gripper, some of the educational robots
have special commands or techniques specifically designed for grasping objects. The
Microbot, for example, has a special control command (CLOSE) to grasp an object.
This commands closes the gripper until a 'grip switch is activated' [39]. The Grip
function has no parameters. The Ungrip function releases an object that was grasped
by the Grip command.
The Sp function sets the speed at which all subsequent movement will occur. The
parameter for Sp is as follows:
Sp( Robot, speed)
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Finally, the Calibrate is robot specific function for performing calibration of the
robot. Among educational robots, calibration is a very non-standard feature. Each
robot has a different method for calibration. For example, The Rhino has limit
switches on all of its joints except the wrist rotation and the gripper closure. This
allows automatic calibration of all joints except the wrist and gripper. The Microbot on
the other hand has no limit switches. Consequently, automatic calibration is not
possible. Microbot calibration is accomplished by manually placing the arm in a
known position. These difference are accounted for by the robot specific calibration
routine. The Calibrate function has no parameters.
5.6.2 Communication Functions
After the Robot data structure was defined, the next section of GERCS that was
developed was the communication functions. Each of the currently supported robots
communicate via either a serial or parallel port. The communication functions consist
of input/output routines to transmit or receive either a single character or a string of
characters whose length is specified. These routines are used by the robot specific
library functions to transmit commands via the serial port to the connected robot.
5.6.3 Robot Specific Library Functions
The Robot specific library functions consist of all the functions which directly
control the motions of the robot. Each of the supported robots is controlled by sending
command strings to the controller. For example, "F100<ret>" is the command string to
move the base (waist) joint of the Rhino 100 units. This command would be sent to the
robot using the GERCS communications functions. The general format of the Rhino's
move command string is "joint distance <ret>" where joint is a letter'A' through 'F'
where F represents the base motor of the robot, and A the Gripper closure motor.
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Distance is a signed integer whose value ranges from -128 to 127. The command is
terminated by a carriage return character. After surveying the control commands of the
supported robots, a minimum function set was devised that would support the hi level
motion control. That command set consist of the following functions Jog, Mlv, Sp,
Calibrate, Interp. A robot specific version of each of these commands was
implemented. To avoid name collisions (two functions with the same name) between
the Rhino, Microbot, and Eshed versions of the commands, the robot type was
prefixed to each of the implemented function. For example, the Rhino version of these
functions were named Rhino_Jog, Rhino_Mlv, Rhino_Sp etc.... Collectively these
functions make up the robot specific library functions.
Each function at this level sends information to the lower (communication) level
using direct function calls. For example, the Rhino_Jog function makes direct calls to
the communication level function OucStr when it wants to output a string command
to the robot.
5.6.4 Robot Independent Library Functions
The robot independent functions are at the top of the hierarchy. They consist of
those functions which do not directly depend on the type of robot that is being
controlled. Each of the robot independent commands can be used with all the
supported robots. Table 5.2 lists all the robot independent functions. See Appendix B
for a description and synopsis of each of the commands. Esse~ly, all the functions
which make up the motion command set are considered robot independent. At this
level any command can be used with any type of robot. To demonstrate how the
various level of the hierarchy interact, the processing of the Imove command is
presented (see Figure 5.4). For this example, it will be assumed that a Rhino XR-3
robot is being controlled.
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Table 5.2: Robot Independent Commands
Motion Transformation Miscelaneos
Do-Ready Backwards Extract
Grasp Forwards Teach
Release Forwardss
Imove Backwardss
Sp Shift
Appro
Depart
Dmove
Move
Moveh
Calibrate
Jmove
1. The Imove command is called with a Robot data structure and X, Y, Z, Pitch,
and Roll. (Note, GERCS does not use yaw since none of the educational
robots have a yaw axis). The Imove command calls the transformation
routines to convert world space to joint space coordinates into absolute joint
coordinates.
2. At the transformation level, the link lengths, and the drive ratio values are
looked up in the Robot data structure, and the conversion of world space to
joint space values is completed. The Jmove function is called with the Robot
data structure followed by values representing the destination location in
absolute joint coordinates.
3. Jmove looks up the current robot position (in the robot data structures), and
calculates the displacement required to get from the current position, to the
desired position. Jmove uses the Robot data structure's Interp function pointer
to call the proper interpolation routine (the setting of the Interp function
pointer is explained in the example program below).
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4. Since the example is of a Rhino robot, the robot data structure's function
pointers have been assigned to the Rhino's interpolation and jog routines
Rhino_Interp and Rhino_Jog.
5. Rhino_Interp generates the proper command string to move the robot the
specified displacement. Rhino_Jnterp then calls OuCStr to send the robot the
command string.
6. The OuCStr function uses the Robot data structure's Joport field to determine
which port to send the command message.
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Figure 5.4: lmove Command Process
The following is the corresponding code for the previous example.
1) #include <gercs.h>
2)
3) main ()
4) {
5) Robot R;
6)
7) R = Standard Rhino;
12) Imove (&R, 1, 1, 1, =90,0) ;
13)
14 )
For simplicity, a number of things have been assumed. The Rhino is connected to
the PC's first serial port COM1, and the robot was previously calibrated using the
teach pendant. Some points to be noted about the code are:
Line #1 is a C preprocessor statement which loads the GERCS types file
containing the Robot data structure and some standard robot constants.
Line #5 declares a robot for control. Note, at this point in time none of the
fields in the robot structure have been initialize.
Line #7 initializes the fields to those of a standard Rhino. The variable
Standard_Rhino is a predefined variable, defined in gercs.h, that has all its
fields initialize. The link lengths, drive rations, and the function pointers have
all been initialized to their correct values. Consequently, any time a robot
independent function such as Imove is passed this initialized variable 'R', all
the information including which robot specific procedures to call have been
set.
5.7 User Defined Robots
Because of the use of function pointers for the robot specific functions, GERCS
can be adapted to work with user defined robots. A user can install his own robot
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handling functions into the GERCS system by setting the appropriate function pointer.
For example, if the user had a 'graphical' Rhino, he could control this graphical robot
from GERCS by just replacing the Jog function pointer with the address of a function
that would 'jog' his graphical robot. Since the GERCS teach pendant uses the GERCS
control library, the GERCS pendant would now work with his graphical robot. If the
user needed a higher level interface, he could replace the Interp function pointer.
Using the fields in the Robot data structure, the user can define robots with different
physical configurations from the currently supported robots. This level of extensibility
and makes GERCS a very flexible environment.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Recomendations for Future Research
6.1 Conclusion
This research surveys a number of educational robot programming environments
and found that their capabilities are lacking for educational as well research needs.
These current existing languages used for educational robots do not represent the
current state-of-the-art in structured robot programming. In addition, because of the
closed nature of these systems, the programming environments are useless for research
into advanced A.I. applications such as task planning, natural languages, path planning
and knowledge base systems.
The Generic Educational Robot Control System (GERCS) presented here
provides and environment for robotic training as well aa research. It provides a generic
environment which allows a number of educational robots to be used for training as
well as research purposes.
In the robotic industry, programming languages are moving closer towards
mainstream structured programming languages such as Pascal and C. In fact, some of
the current structured robot programming languages have been based on C, or Pascal.
GERCS provides a good environment for training by emulating these industrial
languages by providing the following:
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1. User friendly teach pendant environment
2. A textual programming environment that includes motion commands of VAL
andAML
3. A C-Terp interpretive environment for instant feedback
4. A language with the constructs of structure programming
5. A development environment containing a complete tool set: Editor,
Debugger, ...
6. Ability to control different types of robots by a providing generic hierarchical
control library
The second goal of GERCS is to provide the A.I. researcher with a robot programming
environment with which he or she can develop advanced programs. GERCS
accomplishes this goal by providing, not only the features listed above, but also the
following:
1. User definable data structures
2. An open extensible platform to interface ones own code
3. I/O capabilities for interfacing external sensors such as force and vision
4. Ability to support link lists, binary trees, and recursion, which are all used in
search techniques for path (trajectory) planning and task planning
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Research
In order to make GERCS more robust and better emulate todays industrial robots
programming languages, the following capabilities should be added :
o Expanded teach pendant programming capabilities.
o Generalized coordinate transformations.
o Robot interference checking.
o Robot simulation.
o Vision.
o Multi-robot control.
o Parallel processing.
o Task Oriented Version.
6.2.1 Expanded teach pendant programming capabilities
The GERCS teach pendant is lacking the binary I/O capability and conditional
branching available with the educational pendants. As previously stated, this was
intentionally left out of the original design. After observing students learning robotics
at Lehigh University's robotics laboratory, this researcher has concluded that during
the initial training stage, the use of the conditional branching and binary I/O
commands available with Microbot's TeachMover pendant provided a good
intermediate transition into textual programming. Therefore, the GERCS pendant
should be expanded to provide this point-to-point level programming capability.
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6.2.2 Generalized Coordinate Transformation
Currently, GERCS performs coordinate transformations using basic sine and
cosine algorithms. The current transformation algorithms were written assuming that
the Cartesian coordinate frame is at the base of the robot. Because of this, GERCS is
unable to work in a tool mode which is a common feature in most industrial robot
systems. Moreover, many applications require the shifting of the coordinate frame to
places other than the robot. For example, some palletizing applications require that the
coordinate frame be defined by the orientation of the palette. Homogeneous coordinate
transformations provide a robust method for shifting coordinate frames.
6.2.3 Robot Interference Checking
As the robot moves around the workspace, there exists the possibility of different
members of the robot interfering with each other. In particular, novice users
frequently crash the robot's gripper into the base of the robot during the learning
process. To prevent damage to the robot, interference checking should be
implemented. A simple interference algorithm could be implemented by placing a
cylinder whose radius is greater than the width of the robot's base around the robot
and checking for gripper intrusion into this cylinder.
6.2.4 Robot Simulation
In spite of the low cost of educational robots, it is still prohibitively expense for
educational institutions (and some industrial organizations) to purchase large numbers
of robots. As a result, either training time or class size must be limited in order to
provide for adequate "hands-on" training with the robots. GERCS could alleviate the
bottleneck by providing a simulation of each of the supported robots. In the most
simple case, the simulation environment would only simulate the robot, and not the
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objects in the robot's workspace. Using a simulation, students or industrial workers
could gain experience in the basic pendant control of the robot without using the actual
robot. Although complex assembly operations could not be simulated, offline
programming would allow students to create and debug the syntax, logic, and motions
of complex assembly operations. In this fashion, students could use their hands-on
time to teach the points necessary for the complex assembly task. Later, they could
load these points into the simulation environment and debug the basic motions of the
robot. Once debugged, the students would then work online with the robot to complete
the actual application. This would significantly reduce the hands-on time required to
develop an application.
6.2.5 Vision
Many of the current structured programming level languages such as AL, RAIL,
AML, VAL-II have vision interfaces that allow the robot to locate, and inspect parts.
Currently vision has not been implemented in GERCS. The implementation of vision
is an essential requirement if GERCS is to be used for task oriented applications.
These application require that the robot make inquiries about the world using various
sensors such as vision.
6.2.6 Multi-robot control
Although GERCS can controls 4 different types of robots, simultaneous control
of multiple robots is not possible. As part of a Lehigh University robotics laboratory
exercise, students were asked to develop a small workcell in which a Rhino robot and
a Microbot build a simulated smoke detector. Each robot was controlled by an IBM
PC XT. The Rhino was being controlled by GERCS and the Microbot by the MIC
Compiler System 3. As both of these robots have built in motion controllers, both PC's
3. Thc MIC Compilcr SystCITI was dcvclop<X! by Keith Werkman
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processing capabilities are barely utilized. After issuing a motion command, each PC
waits for the robot to complete the motion. During this idle time, the PC could be
performing other processing task (such as controlling another robot), but the robot
dependent motion routine (MOVE) waits for the robot to complete the last move
before allowing program execution to continue. AML's AMOVE command, which
does not wait for the robot to finish the current move, could be added to GERCS.
Simultaneous robot control would then be achieved by issuing multiple AMOVE
commands to each robot. The user could direct two or more robots to move to
locations as follows:
AMOVE ( Rhino, Battery_Location);
AMOVE ( Microbot, Lifter_Location );
AMOVE ( ASHED, PallecLocation);
WAIT (Rhino );
Grasp( Battery );
In order to synchronize the movement of multiple robots, the WAIT command
which waits for a robot to complete the last AMOVE must also be added. This would
allow the user to be sure a robot has reached a destination before issuing another
move. In the above example, the user must be sure the Rhino has made it to the battery
location before attempting to grasp the battery.
6.2.7 Parallel Processing
Many of the structured programming level languages such as AL, Emily, and
Maple have parallel processing capabilities. Parallel processing allows these languages
to better manage and respond to sensors in a realtime fashion. Parallel processing can
be added to GERCS by porting its current implementation to an operating system that
supports parallel processing under C such as UNIX, or OS/2.
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6.2.8 Task Oriented Version
The next generation of robot programming languages will be task oriented
languages. In order for GERCS to represent the concepts of task oriented languages
such as AUTOPASS, GERCS must be converted to an object oriented language. There
are a number of object oriented languages available for the PC such as C++[lO],
Smalltalk[l2], and Actor[l]. ) Of these languages, C++ would be the best candidate
since GERCS is already written in C and the port from C to C++ is a simple one. Also,
the popularity of C++ is growing very steadily, and there are a wide variety of C++
packages and tools currently available for the Pc. C++ compilers are currently
available from Borland International, Zortech Inc., Topspeed Inc, and Glockenspiel
limited.
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Appendix A
Language Comparison
The following appendix contains tables which provide a feature by feature
comparisions of GERCS with the educational robot programming envionmments from
Rhino, Microbot and Eshed and the industrial robot progrmaming environments of
VAL, VAL-II and AML. The comparaison criteria were adapted from Gruver [15] and
Bloom [4].
Tl&blc A.I: Language Modularities
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RIlINO MICRODOT ESIIED
textual x x x x x x
menu x x
Tllblc A.l: Language Type
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
subroutines x
extension x
new language x x x x x
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Table A.3: ControlStructures
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
statement labels x x x x x x x
if-then x x x x x x x
if-then-else x x x
while-do x x x
do-until x x x
case x x ,'.
for x x x
begin-end x x x
cobegin-coend
procedure x x x x
subroutine x x x x x x x
function x x x
Table A.4: SUlndard Data Types
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
integer integer Scalar INT int integer integer
real Scalar REAL float
character char
string STRING
event Semaphore
Table A.5: Arithmetic Operatorll
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
addition i+i s+s x+x a+a i+i i+i
subtration ..1-1 s-s x-x a-a 1-1 ~ 1-1
multiplication 1*1 s*s x*x a*a 1*1 1*1
division iii sis xix a/a i/i iii
integer division iii sis r IDIV r a/a
i IDIV i
modulo i%i s MOD s x%x
negation -1 -s -I -a
-r
'x' represents a real or integer value,
's' means scalar,
'a' means all basic data types,
'i' is an integer and 'r' is a real value.
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Table A.6: Standard Arithmetic Functions
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
sin SIN SIN sm
cosme COS COS cos
tangent TAN tan
arctangent ATAN2 ATAN atan
arCSine ASIN asm
arccosine ACOS acos
square root SQRT SQRT sqrt
square SQR sqr
Table A.7: Operators for Comparisons
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
Less than i LT i s<s x LTx a< a call call
More than i GT i s>s x GTx a> a
Equal i EQ i s==s x EQ x a== a
Less than i LE i s<=s x LE x a<= a
or equal
Larger than i GE i s>=s x GE x a>= a
or equal
Not Equal i NE i s<>s x NE x a! = a
'x' represents a real or 1nteger va~ue,
's' means scalar,
'a' means al1 basic data types,
'i' is an integer and 'r' is a real value.
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Table A.8: Logical Operators
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
AND u BAND B iANDi a&& a u u u
OR u BaRs iORi a II a u u u
NOT u NOTs NOTi !a u u u
Exclusive OR iXORi u u u
Equivalence i EQ i s == s x EQ x a == a u u u
'u' means unavailable,
's' means scalar,
'a' means all basic data types.
'i' is an integer and 'r' is a real value.
Table A.9: Motion Types
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
coordinated-join t
- between two points x x x x x
straight-line
- between two points x x 1 x
splined through
- several points x x 1 x
'1' - Hot currently implemented, but base language supports user development.
Table A.I0: Geometric Data Types
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
frame (pose) x x x x x
joint angles x x x x x x
vector x x
transformation x x
rotation
path
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Table A.l1: Display and Specification of Rotations
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
rotation matrix 1
angle about a vector 1
quaternions 1
Euler angles x x x 1
roll-pitch-yaw x
'1' - Hot currently implemented, but base language supports user development.
Table A.U: Sensor Interlaces
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
vision x x x 1 x
force x 1
proximity 1
limit switch x x x x x x x
'1' - Hot currently implemented, but base language supports user development.
Table A.IJ: Support Modules
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
text editor x x x x x x
file system x x x x x x
hot editor x
interprter x x x x x x
compiler x
simulator x x x x
MACROs x
INCLUDE x x x
command files x x
HELP functions x x
tutorial dialog x x
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Table A.14: Debugging Features
VAL VAL-II AML GERCS RHINO MICROBOT ESHED
single stepping x x x x x x
break paints x x
trace x x x x
dump x
Table A.15: Ability to Control Multiple Arms
multiple arms
MICROBOT
'1' - GERCS has been used to simultaneously control a Hicrobot and a Rhino.
All movements gere pertormed in a sequential tashion.
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Appendix B
GERCS Control Library
The motion language library contains C functions which allow the user to control a
Rhino from a C program. The routines vary from the most basic communication
routines such as serial communications, to the high-level robot motion routines.
1. BOOLEAN In_Ch( Port_Type *Ioport, char *Ch);
2. BOOLEAN OuCCh( Port_Type *Ioport, char Data);
3. OUCStr( Port_Type *Ioport, BuffecType Data);
4. void Backwards( Robot *R, World_Type World, JoincType Joint, int
*System_Error);
5. void Forwards( Robot *R, JoincType Joint, World_Type World );
6. void Forwardss( Robot *R, JoincType Location, double *X, double *Y,
double *Z,
double *Pitch, double *Roll );
7. void Backwardss( Robot *R, double X, double Y, double Z, double Pitch,
double Roll, JoincType Lac );
8. void Do_Ready( Robot *R);
9. void Grasp( Robot *R );
10. void Release( Robot *R );
11. void Break_On(void);
12. void Break_Off(void);
13. void Delay( int Milliseconds );
14. void Imove( Robot *R, double X, double Y, double Z, double Pitch,
double Roll );
15. void Sp( Robot *R, int Speed );
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16. void Appro( Robot *R, JoincType Location, double Delta);
17. void Depart( Robot *R, double Delta );
18. void Dmove( Robot *R, double dX, double dY, double dZ,
double dPitch, double dRoll );
19. void Move( Robot *R, Joincrype Loc);
20. void Moveh( Robot *R, JoincType Loc);
21. void Shift( Robot *R, JoincType Location, double X, double Y, double Z);
22. double Extract( Robot *R, JoincType Loc, int Position );
23. void SeCFunc_Pointers( Robot *R, int RoboCFunc, int (*UsecFunc)O);
B.O.O.l INCH ROUTINE
INCH is a FUNCTION which attempts to read the specified port for a character. If no
character has been received at the port , INCH returns a boolean value of FASLE
otherwise, INCH returns a value of TRUE. For example:
BOOLEAN result;
roport Type ioport;
char chi
ioport = cornl;
result = inch(ioport, ch);
if( result == TRUE)
printf("Character received = %d\n", ch);
else
printf("No character received.");
OR
if( inch(cornl,ch)==TRUE )
printf("Character received = %d\n", ch);
else
printf("No character received.");
B.O.O.2 INSTR ROUTINE
INSTR is a PROCEDURE which reads in a string, length < 255 characters ,
from a port tenninated by a specified character. For example:
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Ioport Type ioport;
BUffer-Type buffer;
char terminator;
ioport = coml;
te~inator = itoa(13);
/* te~ination character is a carriage return */
instr{ ioport, buffer, te~inator );
printf{"String received is", (char*)buffer);
OR
instr{ coml, buffer, itoa(13) );
printf{"String received = is", (char*)buffer);
B.O.O.3 OUTCH ROUTINE
DUTCH is a PROCEDURE which attempts to write a character to the specified port .
If unable to write the character , DUTCH returns a boolean value of FALSE
otherwise, DUTCH returns a value of TRUE. For example:
BOOLEAN result;
Ioport Type ioport;
char chi
ioport = Chi
ch = , A' ;
result = outch{ ioport, ch);
if{result == TRUE)
printf{ "Character successfully written\n");
then
printf{ "Error, unable to write character\n");
OR
if{ outch{coml, 'A')==TRUE )
printf{ "Character successfully written\n");
then
printf{ "Error, unable to write character\n");
B.O.O.4 TRANSMIT ROUTINE
TRANSMIT is a FUNCTION which transmits a string, whose length is stored in the
zeroth position, to a specified port. For example:
BOOLEAN result;
Ioport Type ioport;
Buffer=Type buffer;
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ioport = coml;
strcpy(buffer,"I want to transmit this");
result = transmit ( ioport, buffer );
if( result == TRUE)
printf("Transmission completed");
else
printf("Transmission failed");
OR
if( transmit(ioport, buffer) == TRUE
printf("Transmission completed");
else
printf("Transmission failed");
B.O.O.5 JOG ROUTINE
JOG is a FUNCTION which moves a specified robot's an integral amount at a
particular speed. JOG returns how far the robot was able to actually move. For
example:
Robot r;
int result, amount, motor;
r = Standard_Rhino;
/* For now let's say the error register of motor 3 contains 60,
ie. a jog command with an amount of 60 was previously sent.*/
motor = 3;
amount = 100;
speed = 20;
result = jog( r, motor, amount, speed);
printf(" result = %d", result);
/* result will equal 100 - (127 - 60) */
OR
printf(" result = %d", jog( Standard_Rhino, 3, 100, 20) );
After the jog command the robot's position vector RLOCATION will be updated
by the amount the robot was moved ( in this case it R.LOCATION[ 3 ] would be
incremented by +127.
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B.O.O.6 MLV ROUTINE
MLV is a FUNCTION which returns the value of the error register of specified robot's
motor. For example:
Robot r;
int motor, result;
r = Standard Rhino;
motor = 3; -
result = mlv( r, motor );
printf("The error register value
OR
printf (" The error register value
B.O.O.7 ALL STOP ROUTINE
%d", result);
%d", mlv ( standard_rhino, 3));
ALL_STOP is a PROCEDURE which waits for all the motors of the robot to stop
moving. This procedure is used when the user wishes to have the robot move through
a sequence of points . It assures that the robot arrives at a point before it attempts to
move to the next point in the sequence. For example :
Robot r;
int dummy;
r = Standard Rhino;
dummy = jog(-r, 1, 100, 10);
all stop(r);
/* waits for motor to stop */
dummy = jog( r, 1, -100, 10);
Please note that in this example, if the ALL_STOP command had not been used the
second jog command would have been sent to the Rhino and would have negated the
first jog command.
B.O.O.8 INTERP ROUTINE
INTERP is a PROCEDURE which moves multiple joints relative displacements. The
displacements are given in an array, ( let's call this array DISPLACEMENTS) ,
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where DISPLACEMENT[l] is the distance the hand should move ( the A motor)
,DISPLACEMENT[2] is the distance the wrist
should rotate ( the B motor) , ... DISPLACEMENT[6] is the distance the waist
should move( the F motor). DISPLACEMENT[7 & 8] pertain to the external motors
F and G. For example:
Robot r;
Location_Type displacement;
displacement [ 1 -100;
displacement [ 2 = 200;
displacement [ 3 -800;
displacement [ 4 0;
displacement [ 5 90;
displacement [ 6] 20;
interp ( r , displacement, 23 );
This will cause the Rhino to interpolate this move at a speed of 23 .After the move is
completed ,the Rhino's position vector R.LOCATION would be updated by the
amount that each joint has moved. Please note that because the Rhino does not have
motor speed control, the robot does not actually do interpolated motion.
B.O.O.9 JMOVE ROUTINE
IMOVE is a PROCEDURE which will move the robot to an ABSOLUTE joint
position relative to the present location. The absolute joint positions are given in a
array ( lets call it LOCATION) of type LOCATION_TYPE .4. A simple example of
this would be if we wanted to move the waist and shoulder to
joint positions 100 and 340 respectively. The robot's present location is
( starting at the hand and working downwards) 100, -234, 403, 90, -30, 10.
Robot r;
Displacement_Type location;
r = Standard Rhino;
/* remember, the present location of the robot is 100 ,-243 , 403 , 90 ,
4. In
vcrsion 2.0 of this softv."arc. this will be changed to LOCATION_TYPE
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This
location = r.location
location [ 6 ] = 100;
location [ 5 ] = 340;
jmove ( r , location, 23 ); /* move to this absolute point */
means that for the waist to reach the absolute position of 100 it would have
to be moved 100 - 10 = +90 units and the shoulder would have to be moved
340 - (-30) =+370 units. So, the JMOVE command differs from the INTERP
command in that it moves to an ABSOLUTE joint position RELATIVE to the
PRESENT ROBOT JOINT POSmON.
After this move the Rhino position vector will be updated the proper amounts.
B.0.0.I0 GRASP ROUTINE
GRASP is a PROCEDURE which closes the Rhino's Deluxe hand until the motor
stalls. This enable the Rhino to pick up an objects of varying size using a gripping
force of lIb. For example:
Robot r;
r= standard_rhino;
grasp( r );
After this hand has been closed, the Rhino's position vector is updated.
B.O.O.ll RELEASE ROUTINE
RELEASE is a PROCEDURE which opens the Rhino's Deluxe hand to its fullest
extension. This command is usually used to reverse the action of a GRASP command.
Robot r;
r= standard rhino;
release ( r );
After the hand has been opened, the Rhino's position vector is updated.
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B.O.O.U SIGNAL ROUTINE
SIGNAL is a PROCEDURE which sends an 8 bit value (type byte) to a specified port.
For example:
Port_Type port;
port = coml;
signal ( port, 3 /*sends a 3 to coml port */
Unfortunately at this time thesoftware does not check to see if the value has been
transmitted properly, but because a transmission error is so rare, this is not a serious
concern.
B.O.O.13 WAIT ROUTINE
SIGNAL is a PROCEDURE which waits an indefinite amount of time to receive a
value from a specified port. For example:
Port_Type port;
port = coml;
wait (port, 4 );
This would cause the PC to wait to receive a value of 4 from the COMl port.
B.O.O.14 SWITCH ROUTINE
SWITCH is a FUNCTION which returns the value of a specified limit switch on a
particular robot. For example:
Robot r;
r = standard rhino;
if( switch(r~6 ) = TRUE)
printf("The limit switch of motor # 6 is tripped (ie. depressed)");
ELSE
printf("Limit switch of motor # 6 is not tripped (ie. depressed)");
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Please note that if the motor number passed is to the switch routine is greater that 6
then the value returned will always be FALSE.
B.O.O.15 SP ROUTINE
SP is a PROCEDURE which sets the speed at which a subsequent MOVE, MOVEH
APPRO, DEPART, DMOVE, OR DO_READY command will be executed. ( See
MOVE command for more detail ).
B.O.O.16 IMOVE ROUTINE
[MOVE is a PROCEDURE which moves a specified robot to a given XYZ-POINT.
For example:
Robot r;
r = standard_rhino;
sp( 100);
/* set the robot's speed */
Imove (r, 10.0 , 3.0, 3.0, -180, 0.0 );
/* imove( r , x, y , z, pitch, roll */
This would cause the robot to move to x=10.0 , y=3.0 , Z= 3.0 m pitch (the angle of
the hand or 'wrist' bend) = -90.0 , wrist rotate = 0.0 at a speed which has been
previously set by the SP command. After this procedure the Rhino's position vector is
updated.
B.O.O.17 MOVE ROUTINE
MOVE is a PROCEDURE which moves the specified robot to a location in space at a
given speed. This point is usually created from the teach pendant, but can be done
through calculations. For example:
Robot r;
Location_Type point;
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point [1] 100;
point [2] 200;
point [3] 300;
point [4] 0;
point [5] 29;
point[6] 30;
sp( 100);
move ( r, point );
After the move is finished, the Rhino's position vector will be updated.
B.0.0.18 MOVEH ROUTINE
MOVEH is a PROCEDURE which performs exactly the same as MOVE except the
hand is unaffected during the move. ( For more information see the MOVE command).
B.0.0.19 DMOVE ROUTINE
DMOVE is a PROCEDURE which moves the robot a relative amount in relation to its
present position. The user passes the relative dX , dY , dZ , dPitch, dRoll amounts he
wishes to move. For example:
Robot r;
Location Type point1;
/* let's-say that point1 has been previously defined */
r = standard rhino;
sp ( 20 ); -
move ( r, point1 );
dmove( r , 3.0 , 4.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ,0.0 );
This would cause the robot to move 3 inches in the X direction and 4 inches in the Y
direction. After the move has been completed, the Rhino's position vector will be
updated.
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B.0.0.20 APPRO ROUTINE
APPRO is a PROCEDURE which moves the robot with a delta-z amount ( negative
or positive (ie. approach from above or approach from below)
of a the specified point For example :
Robot r;
Location Type point;
/* let's say point has already been defined */
r = standard rhino;
appro ( r , point, 3.2 );
This would move the robot within 3.2 inches of the defined point. ( Maximum
resolution for this command is about 0.1 inches ). After the move is completed the
Rhino's position vector is updated.
B.0.0.21 DEPART ROUTINE
DEPART is a PROCEDURE which moves the robot a delta Z amount in the positive
direction from its present position. For example:
Robot r;
r = standard_rhino;
/*let's say the rhino's gripper is presently position at
x = 3.0 , y = 4.0 z = 2.0 */
depart ( r , 3.3 );
This would cause the robot's final position to be at x = 3.0 , y = 4.0 z = 5.3 . After the
robot has finished this move, the Rhino's position vector is updated.
Programming Examples :
/* This is a simple program to pick up a block located at the point PICK_UP. */ /*
Note, this point was created using the pendant and stored in INP.FIl. */
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)
#include <Gercs.h>
#incude <inp.f'I1>
#include <Control.fil> /* These are the robot types and
definitions */
/*This should be one of the fIrst statements */
/* of the program other than the declarations */
/* of labels. */
Robot Rhino; /* Declaring the robot type to be used.*/
void main(void)
{
Rhino =Standard_Rhino; /* Initialize the robot. This should be
/* the fIrst thing done in the main program */
/* Move away 3 inches */
/* High Speed */
/* Approach the pick up point */
/* Low Speed */
/* Move slowly to the block */
/* Close the Gripper */
/* Lift the block 2 inches upward */
Sp( 100);
Appro( Rhino, Pick_Up, 2.0 );
Sp( 1 ) ;
Move( Rhino, Pickup );
Grasp( Rhino );
Depart( Rhino, 2.0);
Sp( 100);
Appro( Rhino, PucDown , 2.0 );
Sp( 1 );
Move( Rhino, PuCDown );
Release ( Rhino );
Depart ( Rhino, 3.0 );
Sp ( 100);
Do_Ready( Rhino );
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